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The purpose of thís research r¡ras to assess the proposítion advanced

by Postman (1971a) that the subjective mêmory units of free recall learn-

ing share cofltmon, functional properties with the pair-wise dependencies

of paired-associates learning and the sequentíal dependencíes of seríal

learning. A concomiËant purpose \,ras to compare the analytic potential of

associationistic and organj,zat1'onaT explanatíons of the obtained transfer

daËa. Specifically, the predictíons emanating from each posiËion regard-

ing appropriate and inappropríate inemory units were evaluated. To test

these propositions, a t\,ro-stage transfer paradigm r¿as used in which sub-

jects transferred from a free recall task to a paíred-associates task

(Experiment 1) or Ëo a serial learning task (Experiment 2)

During the free recall phase of both Experiments I and 2, three

independenE groups of experimental subjects categorized 30 unrelated

words into three, five, or seven sorting categories. Three independent

groups of control subjects sorted a different, buË matched set of 30 ¡¿ords

into the same number of categories. Once a consistent level of. organiza-

tion was achieved, a free recall of the items was required by all subjects.

Analysís of the subjectst recall protocols revealed that word reca11 and

leve1 of organization r^rere a direct linear function of the number of

categoríes employed by the subjects, thus confirming previous research

(Mandler, 1967). Following free recafl, subjects were transferred to

the paired-associates or to the serial learning task.

The fifteen pairs of items of the paired-associates task rvere

randomly derived from the origínal experimental list. As r"rel1 as provid-

i
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íng dífferential 1evels of prior organizat-ion the Mandler sortíng

technique províded a means to operationatíze on a priori basís the terms

appropriate and inappropriate memory units. Item pairs from within the

same category (i.e., wíthin-category pairings) r¿ere designated as

appropriate memory units while those pairings whích originated in two

dístinct categories (i.e., beLween-category paírings) were deemed to be

inappropriate memory units. All subjects v/ere exposed to six study-test

trials on this 1ist. Analvses of the correct number of associates

recalled indicated an overall presence of negative transfer relative to

the performance of the control condiËion with the magnÍtude of this

decrement approximately proportional to the leve1 of prior organizaËion

of the subjective memory units. Further analyses revealed the presence

of negative transfer for between-category pairings (i.e., inapproprÍate

memory units) also in proportion to the leve1 of prior organization.

Although this finding was consistent wiËh both the associ-ationistic and

organizational models, the absence of any transfer for the withín-

category pairings (í.e., appropriate memory units) rvas not consistent

wiËh either model.

In Experiment 2, the 15 items of the sería1 list were also randomly

derived from the experímental 1ist. All subjects hTere exposed to six

study-test trials on this serial list. Analyses of the number of adja-

cent pairs of ¡,¡ords correctly recalled demonstrated an overall presence

of negative transfer in the experimental, as contrasted with control,

groups. The magnitude of this negative transfer was directly proportional

to the level of or.iginal organization and was manífested on the terminal

trials of serial learning. Addítional analyses revealed the presence of

ii



negatíve transfer for the betr¿een-category paíríngs as a functíon of the

level of prior organ|zation but also indicated negative transfer for the

wj-thin-category paírings. This latter finding, although not ínconsistenË

vrith the associationistic interpretaËion, offers no support at all for

the organízational model.

In summary of both experiments, the overall incidence of negatíve

transfer across different learning tasks provided substantial support

for Postmanrs (l97La) thesis on the contínuiËy of intertask memory uníËs.

The operaxionaLi-zation and measurement of the concepts of appropriaEe

and inappropríate memory units revealed results which were consístent

\,rith both associationistic and organízationaL interpretations on the

latter measure but provided margínal support of the associatíonistic

model only on the former measure. Although the overall- pattern of

results did not allor¿ for a re1íab1e differentiation to be made of the

predíctive povrer of the two theoretical positions, the results did

suggest possible avenues cf research to clarify the nature of transfer

phenomena of appropriate memory units.

l_ l_l-
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In contemporary analyses of verbal learning and memory phenomena,

association and organization tend to be treated as mutually exclusive and

fundamentally dissimilar concepts. Historically, these concepts served

explanatory funcLions ín two, antithetical approaches to the understand-

ing of memorial processes. These approaches are the assoeiationistic

tradition \,/ith its origins in Greek thought, British empiricism and

American functionalism and the organizatLonal approach which is a deriva-

tion of the classícal Gestalt school.

ORGANIZATION AND ASSOCIATION: ON THE

CONTINUITY OF }ßMORY UNITS

The traditional associationistic approach borrowed heavíly from

research ín animal learning in the belief that rote, verbal processes in

humans could be extrapolated from similar processes in animals (cf. Hu1l,

Hovland, Hall, Perkins, & Fitch, L940; Nelson, L971). Its advocates

relied upon the methodology of behaviorism to assess the fornation of

interitem associations or dependencies betweeri verbal units of varying

complexity. The data generated from this approach and the empirical

generalizations which followed have provided the underpinnings of the

interference theory of forgetting (Postman, 1968) and 1ed to the develop-

ment of sophisticated models of human memory (Anderson & Bor^rer, L972, L973).

In contrast to the associationistic tradition, the proponents of

the organizational approach have appealed to Lhe concepts of the Gestalt

school. This approach emphasized the roles of item grouping and relational

principles in Ëhe understanding of memory (Katona' 1940). However, these



original Gestalt concepts were both poorly defíned and difficulE to

manipulaLe experimentally. The failure to provide specific testable

definitions for basic concepts led to a períod of unproductive research.

Recently, however, improved operational definitions have brought about a

resurgence of interest i-n organizational factors and their role in

memor)¡ (Mand1er,1967, L970; Tulving & Donaldson, 1972).

In addition to their differences in theoretícal background the

concepts of association and organ ízatíon are further differentiated in

terms of their experimental paradigms and reportage typícally preferred.

As the name suggests, associative processes are generally anaLyzed vía the

method of paired-associates (PA) or serial list (SL) learning. Followers

of the assocíative position usually describe their research in stimulus-

response terminology. They document the acquisition and retention of

verbal ítems as a function of repetition or exposure. Learning of a PA

1ist, for example, is described as the attachment or association of res-

porrses to stimuli through frequent, contiguous pairings of the items and

forgetting is referred to as the unlearning of prescríbed associatíons and

interference from competing associatíons (Runquist, L975). As applied to

a SL task, traditionalists refer to the acquisition of a chain of stimulus-

ïesponse associations in which a1l items except the first and last, func-

tion as both stimuli and responses (Johnson, 1968).

Organízational pïocesses, on the other hand, are typically invest-

igated by the method of free recall (FR). Advocates of the organizational

position adopt the language of an information processíng model and

descríbe their research in terms of the storage and retrieval of ínforma-

tion. Learning is viewed as the formation of subjective memory units

r¿hich, in Ëurn, are inferred from the increasing consistency in the output



order of ítems duríng the reca11

or ttchunkstt are stored in memory

tates the efficient retrieval of

1962) .

At a theoretical leve1, assocíation and organízation both refer to

the relatíonships among verbal units. However, the associative relatíon-

ships derive from the temporal contígui-ty of ítems prescribed by the

experimenter whereas organizatiorl is a function of the relational charac-

teristics of the entire set of verbal items. Tulvj-ng and Madigan (1970)

suggest that the differences between the associationistic and organizational

approaches may be more fundamental than dissimilarities of traditíon,

methodology or terminology. They say,

Whether we need one seË of laws governing the learning and recall of
assocíated items and another set to handle memory of organized items
remains an ínteresting and important quesËion. Avaílable evídence
though scant and indirect, suggests the anshTer to the question is
affirmatíve (p. 445) .

There is, however, an alternatíve view which suggests that the

associationistíc-organízaLional dichotomy as characterízed above may be

phase. These higher order memory units

in an hierarchical fashion which facíli-

the information (l'landler, Lg6l; Tulvíng,

more apparenË than real.

(197fa) is that the subjective memory uníts of free recall and the pair-

wise dependencies of controlled associative learning Share common

functional properties. Postman tested this hypothesis by enploying a

transfer task Ín which subjects first learned a list of unrelated words

by the FR nethod and then immediately relearned the same words in the

context of a PA task. The logie for this procedure is as follows:

If subjecÈive groupings are a product of learning (or a properËy of
storage), it follows that after free recall practice there should be
interference in Ëhe acquisition and retention of transfer tasks thaË
require the disruption of such groupings. The logic of this approach

The theme of a series of studies by Postman



starts vrith the strong assumption that progress in free recall learning
implies ipso facto the achievement of organization. Once such organ-
ization has occurred, it will become a source of interference when
the transfer task requires the establishment of ner^r relatíons among

the component ítems (Postman, L977a, p. 292).

Postman predícted that there should be negative transfer for an exper-

imental condition in whích memory uníts of the first phase of the experí-

ment are inappropriate to Ëhe second phase compared to a control condition

in which the items of the first and second phases of the experiment are

unrelated and, therefore contain little or no overlap of memory units.

Statement of the Problem

The present investígation \ras concerned r,¡ith the proposition that

the memory units of organizaxí"on and associatíon are functionally contin-

uous or similar. It paralleled the reference study by Postman (1971a) in

that a t\nro-stage transfer paradigm \^ras used in which subjects transferred

from a free recall task Èo a paired-associate task (Experiment 1) or to a

serial learning task (Experíment 2). The present studies aÈtempted to

replicate in part the findings of Postman (f971a) but also to provide an

intensive analysís of the presumed relatíonship between the subjective mem-

ory units of free recal1 learning and the prescribed associations

indigenous to paired-associates and serial list learning. This analysis

was made possible by altering the manner ín which organizaËion was

manipulated in the free recall task. Typically, the nunber of free recall

trials is used to vary the level of organization prior to transfer. In the

present study, however, trials were held constant and the number of

subjective categoríes became the vehicle for manipulating the 1evel of

organization. This varÍatíon in design provided the means to oPerational-

ize the terms appropriate and inappropriate intertask memory units which'



although often employed in the memory 1íterature, are plagued by

circularíty of definition.

By incorporating this design change the present investigation

also províded a data base to differentiate between the predictions that

are consístent with the associationistic approach and those predictions

which must logically follow from the otganizational approach.

Encoding Processes in Free Reca1l, Paired:4ese!¡ClCs

and Serial List Learning

The previous descriptions of the otganizational and associative

víe1rpoints, al though satísfactory as introductory charactetizatíons' $/ere

basically superficial and \"rarrant a more comprehensíve treatment- Thís

elaboration wíIl be in the form of brief historical perspectives on the

concepts of organi zaLLon and assocíation; each revievr r.¡i1l be followed

by the formal definitions adopted in this investigation. Speculative

analyses from various areas of memory research will then be summarized

with the intent of suggesting the fundamental siuilarities and areas of

overlap of the two processes under examination. These siroilaríties might

be evident to such a degree as to arouse a question of the efficacy of

5

maintaining the theoretical distinction betrveen the concepts of otganLza-

tion and association. In addition, however, this research desígn allowed an

assessrnent of which theory has the greater predictive and analytic value

w-ith respect to free recal1 to paired-associates or serial learning trans-

fer. But first, Ëhe construct of encoding, relevant to the present study,

must be described in the context of verbal learning and memory research.

Encoding processes. In its broadest aspecË, the present investiga-

tíon was concerned with the nanner in which human subjects encountering

a problem-solving task, utilize their past verbal experiences in conjunc-
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tion ivith the present task-demands, to acquire a solution to that problem.

Further, and regardless of the nature of the task, it is generally conceded

that the subjects--at least adult subjects--are not passíve agents who learn

through some type of automatic reinforcing effect of a sLimulus in close

temporal contíguity with a response. Rather, the subjects are viewed as ac-

tíve, planning agents v¡ho test, accept, or discard various learning straË-

egies. That is, they perform mental operations on the physical test mater-

ia1, to transform that material to arr highly idiosyncratic version of the

original. IË is suggested that these subjeetive modificatíons to the

noulinal stimulus allow for an increased acquisitíon rate and an overall

superior retention due to a decreased susceptibility to interfering effects

of previous and subsequent learning (Adams & Mclntyre, L967) .

These mental operations by which subjects transform a physical

stimulus inEo a psychologíca1 one fa1l under the rubric of encoding pro-

cesses. Other labels, such as codíng (Miller, 1956a' f956b) have been

applied to similar, storage phenomena while decoding usually refers Ëo the

pïocess of retrieving information. Underwood and Erlebacher (1965)

broadly define coding as "...the changes, transforroations, additíons'

subtractions, adumbrations, and so on which occur to and between'verbal

units as presented and which are \,le assume reflected in what is stored in

menory" (p. f). Tulving and Madigan's (1970) version of coding similarly

implies that dífferences may exist betr"reen Ëhe physical stimulus as pre-

sented and the memorial representation of that ínforrnation.

As suggested, the types of encoding sErategies available to subjects

are manifold and have been the subject matEer for much recent research. For

example, it has been shown that subjects encode information on the basis of
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its imagery content (Paivio, 1969, I97L, L976); through a form of rela-

tional- oI peg\^/ord rnnemonic, (Borver, L970a, L972a); via hierarchícally

organizecl categories (Buschlce, L9l6; Friendly, L977; Mandler, L967): by

th.e assqc'jative characteristics of the entire list (Deese, f959; I^Iallace,

I97O). f.n adclitíon, several researchers have advanced theories rvhich

indicate that encoding may proceed along several dimensions and eventu-

ate ín a nui-ticonponerì.r representation in the memory store (Atkinson &

Shif f r:;, i9;i 1; ìor;err L957; Underrvood, L969; Wi,ckens , L970, L972) - l{hile

this discussion implies a rvide variety of possible encodings for verbal

materìa'.. ;i¿ :,-:==r'-=-: coverage rr'i11 focus only on general associative

anC or:-i:-.:- ;a¿i¡il::.-ì =::1 :3gieS.

:,:,.-i cf :i::s:¡ rt.-ri.'3eDts rvill be examined in turn in the form of a

sel-e:t.:--:3..'-:3ç:i s:::<ies rvhich i'vere critical to their respective

deve'l :::=:::.. : ciio;;Í-,rg these bríef hisioiical perspectíves the formal

defi¡ri:-::-s .-= !.:::: t3"-:on and asSociation will be advanCed and related

to th= ;:3.3:ì-, -:-. =-s"'igation.

Development and definition of organi-zatLon. Organizaiuional variables

have 1on3 been ihe primary interest of Gestalt psychologists (Katona, L94O;

Koffka,1935). llne Gestaltists \{ere interested in the perception of rela-

tionsh:-p=r beiçee:: eieinents or parts and functíona1 rvholes. According to

them, hurnans solved problems rationally, dynamically, and ínsightfully

¡ather ::13.1 ah:,::=h the mechanícal application of prior habits. As it

applied to memory research, organization \^Ias coextensive with understanding

and faci.lítated the learning and retention of material. Katona (1940)

utilized designs rvhich, although simple in nature, tvere adequate ín compar-



ing rote versus ínsíghtful learning. The performance of subjects who

employed rote learning techniques was contrasted with the performance of

subjects who v¡ere enjoined to discover the rules relatíng the series of

numbers. Those subjects sensitized to the presence of organizational

rules outperformed the rote learners in an immediate test of retention.

The differencej between the groups \das magnified in a delayed test. But

for many reseatchers, the Gestalt concepts,such as organizationrhad a

subjective, somewhat emotional connotation and Katona's vrork had little

impact on other workers in thís area.

Following a period of relative quíescence in organLzational thought

and research, a fresh impetus to this approach was provided by Miller

(I956a, f956b). His chunkíng hypothesis provided one of the more frequently

invoked explanations to account for the superior retention of subjectively

organizeð. material. Miller who favored information-processing terms, des-

críbed memory as a coüìrnunication channel with a restricted capacity for

processing and retrieving information. Two important characteristícs of

human memory, derived frorn his research and that of others, urere hypothe-

sized to be: (a) a limitation to 7* 2 units that could be processed at

one time and (b) the abilíty to overcome this lirnitation by a process

ca11ed chunking or unit.ization. Chunking funcÈioned to break the informa-

tion bottleneck in the following way. The subjects, faced with a series

of items that exceeded their ímmediate memory span cannot merely add on

new items to the original 7 + 2. They must actively reorganize the material

into seven nev/ uniËs which integrate all ítens, old and new, in a meaning-

ful manner. The orisínal seven items are no\¡/ enriched in the sense that



they contain more information. These ner,r information-rích memorv uníts

are ca::e¿ chunks. Míllelsuggested that these first order chunlcs may them-

sei-::.; -:= unitízecl into higher-order chunks in a similar, recursive manner.

Thus, ihe subjects have organized the material into a híerarchy of unitized

items which may later be retríeved in an efficient manner by utilizing as

¡s¡¡-íe-ï=l cr decoding cues the same mnemonics that rvere used to encode the

material.

A sj-¡ailar approach to the study of supra-mernory span lists of rvords

is f ouni- 'a ihe research of Tulving G962, 1964, 1968) . Also using informa-

tion ,-:: :==-siil3 :rt j cns . 1ì irlvíng employed a rnultitrial f ree recal] paradigm

with ::::=:-:s: i--- --:i -':. the output of vrords over successive trials. Each

subiecl'-. r=call tl:ciocol was scored for the number of tímes that paírs of

v¡ords ;::*::¿: 2.1-. ,'-:=L._--- over trials. A ratio tras then obtained by compar-

ing the c-iserveci c:::sis::icy of output to the naxímum possible cons.Lstency.

The cb'¿i;^ed rei*io ires a neasure of subjective organizaLion and quch organ'Lza-

tion ¡vas hypothesized Lo occur when the retrieval order of items r,¡as

governed b.v' the senantic or other encocling relationships among the items.

The appearance and maintenance of adjacent pairs of rvords over trials l¡as

presumed to reflect the presence of subjective memory units. The subjective

organiza:-i ca measure rvas positively correlated rvith rvord recall both

across subjects i,¡ith trials held constant and across tríals rvith subject

effects partialled out. A limitatíon to Tulvingts subjective organization

measure--:he restrictive use of subjective memory units of size two--has

been rectifíed by a procedure in-Ltiated by Pellsngrino (I97L; Pellegrino &

Battig, 7974) rvhich allowed for the analysis of subjective memory units of

sizes greater than tvro units.



The research on subjectíve organizatíon is highly relevant to the

present ínvestigatíon especially those studíes dealing wÍth the formation

of higher order memory units and the degree of appropriateness of these

units across various tasks. These studíes, which usually involve a free

recall to free recall transfer paradigm, take two basic forms. The first

type of study ís described as a whole-part transfer design in i,¡hich sub-

jects learn a complete list and then learn a subset or Part of the

complete set of items (e.g., Hasher, L97I; Sternberg & Bowet, L974i

Tulving & Os1er, 1967). In the second design, known as part-whole trans-

fer, subjects learn a set of ilems and then are required to learn a

longer list which includes the original set (e.g., Birnbaum' 1968' 1-969;

Bower & Lesgold , Lg6g; Carey & Okada , Lg73; DeRosa, Doane, & Russell,

I97O; Elmes, Roediger, I,iilkinson, & Greener, 7972; Ornstein, i-970; Schulze

& Gorfein, L976; Slamecka, Moore, & Carey, L972).

The logíc involved in these studies, for example, the whole-to-part

transfer, is fairly standard and may be characterízed with a hypothetical

example. Subjects first learn a list of 18 unrelated items for a suitable

number of free recall trials to allow for the establishment of subjective

memory units. The.conÈrol subjects learn a dífferent buË equivalent list

of 18 unrelated items. The subjects are then transferred to a shorter,

nine item list which, for the experimental subjects is composed of nine

of the original iteurs, but for the control subjects the list is entirely

novel. Typically, the experimental subjects enjoy a slight, initial

advantage due to a familiarity with the items; however, Ëhe control sub-

jects quickly overtake and surpass the performance of the experimental

subjects. The poorer performance of the experimental subjects is inter-

10
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preted as evídence that the memory units formed during inítial learning

become inappropriate in the context of part-1íst learning. fn effect,

the experimental subjects are unable or uniøilling to discard their

previous organizatíon and therefore contínue to use it ínappropriately

during the learning of the part list. The eventual result is a

reduction in their performance, or negative transfer, relatíve to that of

the control group. Informíng the experimental subjects of the whole/parx

list relationships appears to sensitize the subjects to alternate, more

appropriate encoding strategies during Ëhe second phase of learning and

effectively reduces, if not eliminates, the incidence of negatíve trans-

fer (Novinski , 1969, 1972; Inlood & Clark, 1969) .

The interpretatíon of this data in terms of inappropriate organi-

ational memory units musË also allow for the possibilíty of appropriate

memory units. That is, it is conceivable that the subjective memory units

formed during r,¡hole-lisË learning could carry over and facilitate the

learning of the part líst. The reasons for this assertion follow from an

appreciation of the internal structure and dlmamics of higher order

memory units. Two lines of research suggest the nature of such memory

units. The first source of ínformation stems from studies ín which

pertinent retrieval cues \¡rere provided to subjects at some point in the

recall process (Slameeka , L972; Tulving & Pearlstone, L966). Results of

these studies indicated that such cues allowed subjects to gain access

to, and therefore recall, higher order memory units that were available

but not retrievable wiËhout the priming provided by the cues. However,

the retrieval cues did not actually facilitate the recall of items within

the higher order memory units as the anount of items recalled appeared

to be governed by an all-oL-none prínciple. That is, if one item from
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a memory unit Tías reca11ed, most, i.f not all, of the remaining items from

that ine;ory unit were a1so,recalled.

The second source of relevant data is provided by research rvhj.ch

r{as corìcerned rvith the output order of the composite items rvhích define

a highe: order memory unit. Several studies (e.g., Pellegrino & Battig,

7974; f,rlyí¡g- L962, L964) have sholvn that such memory units typically

have an iniernai seqi:eniial varíability across successive recalls. For

exanp-re, l:iiå,a;-'--: i 33itig (1974) demonstrated that a memory unit

composed of the i teils rrBt may be recalled in that sequerLce on Trial t but

then:=::--:d;: li--l - rr any of the three factorial possible orderings -

on Tria. : - f . .:-'= r:::,:irs-is:ÊÊcj.r cf orderings across successive recalls

t,v¡i:ii-..:. :,r3 .-r'-¡Ê r:i ¡::enization inherent in higher order memory uníts.

The ç':'=.,-:? J:i::==: I-::utput a] so suggests that any sequence of the

iterns - -,: z s'LrrLÊsl ii.3., AB) is equall; probable and similar in relat1ve

streiì:-=-*:- --:: :.:-,- : :--¿: :3:ueilce or subset (e. g. , BC) . Theref ore, the

de¡nani.s ri:=..-.-'::î subset BC, follorving the learning of ABC should be

1ess, relative to the demands of recalling a novel- groupíng (e.g., DE).

Taken together, these distinct lines of research - that higher order mem-

ory uni-ts aie recailed in an all-or-none fashion and that these units

typical-_' ï¡ïr' i-, sequential reproduction - supports the proposítion that

the memory unirs or origínal Learning may be compatible ivith the demands

of sub*c=.-':¿rtt 1.-.:i:íng. Therefore, in the context of rvhole-to-part free

reca11 studies the resultant positive transfer is then useci as the basis

to infer the existence of appropriate memory units. Horvever, such positive

transfer has been both tenuous and transitory and is usually restricted to

the initial tríals of the transfer task (Borver & Lesgold, 1969; Ornstein,

L970). However, when consideration ís given to the development of inter-



list relationships pronounced posltive Lransfer can be obtained

(Slamecka et a1., L972)

The presence of negative transfer and uncler certain conclitions the

inciCe::ce of posítive transfer in the context of free recall to free recall

transfer studies has been documented and generally accepted. llorvever, the

interpreraiion that these phenomena are a functíon of ínappropriate and

approlriare rnemory units, respectively, is not rvithout its critics

(Bower i- Srerr,berg, L974; Carey & Olcada, L973; Petrich, Pellegrino, &

Dhawan, 1975; Siamecka, Moore, & Carey, L972).

Slainecka et a1. (L972) clearly specified the circularíty of

definitlca inherent in the terms appropriate and inappropriate mernory

units ¿r,: jurche: z:l:-:== ihat this leacls to a sítuation rvhere it is

virtu:--,--'- 1;rrossi'¡-e :; f alsífy the organizational hypothesís regarding

- ---^ì- --a:si=:^ Their central arguneni rvas that these termsP¿1LL- :-,!= l:=-----l-. tIIç!! LCIILI4I d!óulrrÚrlL !véù LrtcrL Lrrçoç r

are ge::=:=1ii-:;;.lei aiter and only after an examination ís macle of the

transfer data. Thus, che presence of negative transfer is attríbuted to

inappropriate intertask memory units. Conversely, if positive transfer

obtains, then this transfer must be a function of approprÍate intertask

memory units. rn neicher case are the terms appropriate and inappropri-

ate iei-:=- a ::icrj.

13

Sianecka et a1., then contrasted hor'r the associ-ationÍstic ancl

organizatj-ona1 posítions rvould account for three possible outcomes in

part-to-ühole transfer. For example, the presence of positive transfer

rvould 'na consistent rvith both approaches. The organizational explanatíon

would entail an appeal tb the formation and carryover of compatible or

appropriate tnemory uníts. The associationistic approach rvould relate

the positive transfer to the experimental group's prior exposure to half
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of the items in the whole 1ist. In effect, wíth only one half of the

whole list to learn the experimental group should outperform the control

group. The presence of negative transfer is, of course, ínconsistent

i¿ith the associatÍonistic position but can be accommodated within an

organizational framework by invokíng, in a post hoc fashion, the opera-

tion of inappropriate memory units. Even the absence of transfer is

damaging to the associationistic position. However, the organízational

approach could relate the lack of transfer to a balanced interacticin of

appropríate and inappropriate memory units.

Slamecka et al. clearly outlined the inadequacy of current trans-

fer desígns. The critical weakness in these designs líes in theír failure

to allor¡ for the independent specification of the future appropriateness or

or inappropriateness of the memory units.

One possible solution to this problem may reside in the work of

Mandler (1967, L97O) where organizaxion was defined in an intuítively

appealing yet híghly operational manner. Mandler (T967) extended Garner's

(Lg62) definition of structure to encompass the organization of verbal

materíal, and defined oxganízation in the following manner:

A set of objects or events are said to be organized when a consis-
tent relation among the members of the set can be specífied, and
specifically, when membership of the objects or events in subsets
/ ^-^.-^ ^\6rvu,,Þ, uvrrcêptS, categories, chunks) is stable and identifiable

(p. 330).

The critical concepts in this defínition refer to the stability and

identifiability of the subsets of items. The sense of these concepts can

be illustrated by considering the research design employed by Mandler. In

a Èypical experiment the subject, tested índividual1y, was gíven a number

of cards (e.g., 50) each with a common word printed on it. The subject
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\'/as encouraged to sort the i'rords into categoríes on the basís of theír

semantíc, or other, relational attributes. The number of categories was

either prescríbed by Mandler or left to the discretion of the subject.

Stability referred to the subjectrs ability to sort the cards in the same

fashion on consecutive sortíng tría1s. Once this criterion was reached,

the subjects T¡rere requested to recall as many words as possible and in any

order that they wished. The second concept, the identifiability of sub-

sets, was determined from the subjectts recal1 protocol and was a measure

of,the Ëendency for words that were sorted together to be recalled

together in clusters. From the measurement of the characteristics of the

recall order it was possible to obtain an index of the amount of organiza-

tion utilized by the subject.

Organization in this sense is objectively determíned and amenable to

variogs quantítative indices (cf., Shuell, L969; Sternberg & TulvÍrng, 1977).

In addition, this technique allovred for the detection of subjective memory

uníts or chunks of various sizes as opposed to Tulving's (1962) technique

which was linrited to memory units comprised of only tr{o items. As word

recall and amount of organizatirorr were both linearly related to the number

of categories used by the subjects, this methodology is ídea1 for manipulat-

ing 1evels of organízation across subjecËs. This feature, along lr1th the

rationale for determining a priori the degree of appropriateness of the

intertask memoly uníts will be developed in a subsequent section.

By highlighting several historical developments this section has led

to a rationale fo¡ùhe adoption of Mandlerrs definition of organization and

his experimental technique of manipulating the level of organízatíon in

subjective memory units. The discussion no\,l turns to the concept of
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assocíation where hístoríca1 trends in the development of this concept vrí11

be revíewed. The presentation will encompass the role of association as an

explanatory device in paired-associates, serial, and free recall learning

and r¿ill lead to an introduction of the seminal work of Postman (7971a).

Development and defínítion of association. The concept of associ-

ation has an extended hístory that predates that of experimental psychology

itself. Aristotle provided the earliest systematic treatment of thj-s

concept by anchoriìg the association of ideas to the variables of simi-

laríty, contrast, and contiguíty. Describing the act of remembering,

Aristotle dístinguished between the selectíon of a probe (viz., a stímulus)

whích was a voluntary action, and the automatic elicitation of a response

to that probe (Anderson & Bower, L973). Association \¡Ias perpetuated as

a philosophical doctrine until revítalized and transformed into a

psychological princiþle by the British empiricists. The phrases

"association of ideastt and "train of thoughttt were coined by John Locke to

characterize the relationship between, and among, mental events. Later

David Hume added cause and effect relationships Ëo Aristotlers list of

variables which influenced the assocíative corlnection. Practice and

degree of recency also supplemented those variables influencíng the

strength of association.

Ebbinghaus (as abridged in Herrnstein & Boring, L966) translated

the doctrine of association into a empirical hypothesis testable by the

method of serial learning and thus initiated the experimental study of

learning and retenÈion. His logic was straightfonvard: If thoughts are

connected or bonded by frequent contiguities, then it should be possible

to use frequency of presentation or repetition as the independent



varíab1e and measure learning or retention as the performance variable.

l^iith the realization that vrords had many old associatíons ruhich could

confound his measure of learning, Ebbinghaus devised the nonsense syllable

to cbrai:l a purer measure of the formation of nernr assocíations. To explain

the learning of sequences of items Ebbinghaus introduced the concept of

remote assccj.ati.on. This concept suggested horv acljacent items in a

sequence develop a high associative strength and horv the associaf:íve

strengtiÌ cíeininisires n-j-;:l the degree of remoteness or non-adjacency of the

items. This concepi al-so explaíns how the cumulative associative strength

rmñnG i f 3-q 12n i-

C.- â-î- I v

cit=i ': -rr--:::t:::=': :-. l:::'jrig, T9,56) originatecl a technique now lcnor"n aS the

meihoi :r ..;- rei-a:;c,:ia:¿S. Calki-rs shor'red frequency of repetition Eo

be a pr=--= -=:=:':--:=:- rf rne strength of association although varíab1es

such as ì-='-::ri3¡;s ':-- ;.;silion of paírs in the list also contributed, but

on a less--: sca.=. :: ;i3 strength of the bond. Frequency of repetition

as an inde:< of the strength of the connection l/as made the cornerstone of

the doc*,:'í:a of asscciation - a tenet that has remaíned unchanged to the

present.

z:--=:. *=.::: inoep,enoe¿;.'; of Ebbinghaus, Calkins (1896, as

;'.:::essive el-e:rents in the serial list.

T7

?aral-ieìi::g the grorvth of empirícal methods of ínvestigating ínter-

item connections r,¡as the development of a normative method of studying

associarìcrs ca-, ,=: ihe techrrique of free- or \"7ord-associates (Galton,

as reported in Boring, 1950). Free associations 'i.rere presumed to re-flect

the characteristics of rvords, specífically, the interrelatíonships rvhich

have been ínstilled through previous language acquisÍtion. Horvever, it

Þ'âs not until much later - around the early 1950's - that the methodologies



of Ebbínghaus and Calkins r¡ere used in conjunction iuíth the data provided

by free-associatíon norñìs (Cofer, L97L). Association in this sense .t,ras

used as an explanatory concepË to account for ¡þo rlaoraa nf nro¿nization

demonstrated in free recall tasks (Deese , L959, L96L, L962) .

Traditionally, the method of serial learning \,ras used to study

the connections between verbal units. However, in the last 25 years

research using the paired-associates technique far surpassed that of

serial learning. The general opinion was that the paired-associates

method offered a less complex vehicle for studying the formation of

specific associations.

The doctrine of association stated that a subiect exposed to a

series of items by the tradition¿l methods, learns assocíations

between stimul,i and responses (PA learníng) or between successive items

(SL learnirg). The frequent and contiguous presentatíon of the prescribed

items was taken as a sufficient condition for learning to occur. But rvhat

association actually means has been the subject aatter of much analysis,

speculation and debate. Several general usages vi1l be briefly reviewed,

then applied to the analyses of paired-assocíates, serial learning, and

free recall clustering effects. Then, as was done in the previous section

on the development and definition of organization, an illustrative study

will be provided to suggest possible limítations of the associationistic

approach.

18

The importance of the concept of association originates from the

observation that verbal behavior occurs in an orderlv sequential fashion.



At the co;npietion of paired-associates learning, given the stimulus (S),

rho rocnn-qo /pl will be elícited r,rith a certain probability. The\r!/

strc:ìg=: :h:r association betrveen the s and R the more probable R i.rj-ll

occur given s. used in this manner, the conceÞt of association is

ut¡-i¡e1-i iescriptive and must itself be explained. A l-ikely explanation

of this associatj-ve hook-up ís knoi,rn as an associatíve-probabilicy

theory (únoen¡ood c, Scnuiz, 1960) iqhich originatecl several years earlier

in t-}ra f^1-1 ^r.'i-â* - _ =- ", =..ö 1\7a.J :

-, , -i- acutc .-==:..-_--é ::3\{ essccizijons are mediated by previously
13.:::=' :qsr-ì.:ìj i:j t:t--. :o sl-í muitr.s- anci response-terms. From this it
ca:l le ceiui:ec-:---.-.; :re Inore sucn asscci-ations are elicited by the
stiluj,:s- alld :e-q:c.'ise-menbers in a paired-associate task, the
ì:=:--.:: -.;-1- :: ,-:.: ::obability that a particular combination of a
sl:=:-:-s-¡ssû:t=:.c:: and a response-association can be found to
Dl:¡ì,r != z tlt=a..-:=:,_,1- ,:r:-dge or a t'meaningfultt link betlueen the tr¡o

suggestir; i:::-: ih+ s:eater the number of associations thal

a r.¡ord, then ihe greater the probabílity that the rvord r¡ould

the mediation cf otis o.r' those existing associatíons, form a

L9

ruí rh e neru-] v naì ¡¿¿ -:

In addítio:-r

ol,^r,o Þ^----.- l:O: :)euv vg , ! - _- ___-3:: r. !: - :_ 
¿t

association is useC.

associative hierarciries; contextual associations rvhích are of vital

inportanc¿ fc¡ s;=:if;'ing the conditíons initiating recall - even for

te;ì.

the organízational advocate (Mandler, 1968); nonverbal associations of

the type studied by Paivio (L972, L976); and fina1ly, of lirrle concern

to the descriptÍve and mediational usages described

reviervs four oLher senses in l¡hich the conceot of

These include the role of pre-experimental

by

extend¡, from

+L *^, , ^Lt Lrrrvs¿á!r

connectíon



to the present investigatíon, assocíation

ture to account for behavíoral phenomena.

usages is that assocíation ís essentially a dispositional concept.

That ís, R will follow S, given that certain other requisite ,condítions

are met; in this sense association refers to a potentiality for behavior.

Postman (1968) related these conditions to certain perforinance vari-

ables such as drive levels, instrucËional sets, and coding processes

employed by the subjects. However, to assess what has been learned

Postman (797La, 1971b) recommended the use of transfer tasks rather than

any internal analyses of the learning situation.

A component analysis of paíred-associates learníng reveals the

operation of three major subprocesses. The first process ínvolves

stimulus discrimination (Gibson, I94O). The second process involves

the learning of Ëhe responses (Hovland & Kurtz, 1952; Mandler, L954), and

the final aspect_involves associating each stímulus \.¡íth its appropriate

response (McGuire , L96I3 Underr¿ood & Schulz, 1960). Suggestive of the

actual complexity of paired-associative learning, Battig (1968) advances

seven other subprocesses which may be operating concurrenÈly r,rith, or

independently of, the first three variables. But at a gross level,

leafning associations is mainly a process of acquiring a response pool

and then forming bonds between stimuli and their prescribed responses.

Forgetting is described as interference among associations r^¡hich

v¡ere learned prior to (proactive interference), or subsequent to

(retroactive interference), the items of interest. The component

analysis of forgetting and the study of Ëransfer phenomena have been

a physiological substruc-

common element in these

20



closely intertwined in terms of experÍmental paradigms and theoretical

interpretatíons. 0n the same basís negatíve transfer and interference

are viewed as complementary effects of the same underLying process.

füis component analysis is the hallmark of the interference theory of

forgetting -the evolutionary product of the doctrine of association

and the most viable, comprehensive approach to the problems of learning

and retention. For the purpose of the present investigation a review

of interference theory is not considered necessary as more cogent

presentations are available elsewhere (Adarns , L967; Keppel ' L968;

Pcstman, I97Lb, L976; Postman & Underwood, L973; Runquist' 1975).

In serial learníng, the associative interpretation is more com-

plex,1ess compelling and, in fact, Young (f968) suggested that the

serial learning task is relatívely inappropriate as a paradigm to

analy ze associative processes.

At a descriptive level, serial learning involves a string of

items in a prescribed sequence, for example, item A leading to item B,

B to C, C to D, etc. Each item except the first and the last serves a

double function as both a stimulus and a response. The probability of

acquiríng the entire chain of items is sirnply viewed as the sum of the

probabilitíes of the individual línks. Within this S-R interpretation

one controversial issue is the debate over what functions as a stimulus

in serial learning. The theoretical contenders are (a) the traditional

chaining or remote association hypothesis described above and earlíer

in this paper; (b') the position hypothesis which states that each item

is labe1led with or associated with a particular position-tag in the

¿J-



sequence; and lastly, (c) a dual-process theory which ís a combínation

of the tr,ro former hypotheses (cf . Bewley, L9l2). Regardless of the

preferred hypothesis the general assumptíon is that interitem associa-

tíons are a sufficient condítion for learníng to occur. A1so, regard-

less of the preferred hypothesis there ís agreement that an adequate

test for distinguishing between the relative merits of each hypothesis

could involve serial learning to deríved paíred-associates transfer

tasks. Several studies (Lesgold & Bower, I97O; Postman & Stark, L967;

Shuell & Keppel, 1967) and review articles (Underwood, L963; Young,

1968) have suggested that the positive transfer expected from a simple

chaining theory has been notoriously hard to achieve.

Alternative formulations (Battíg, Brovm, & Schild, 7964; Jensen,

1962; Jensen & Rohwer, f965; Martin & Noreen, L974; I'lcI-ean & Gregg, 1967;

l^iickelgren, L967) have questioned the adequacy of the associative ínter-

pretation and have advanced a more cognitive or organizatíonal account.

According to the organizational account, serial list learning is seen as

an instance of response íntegratíon, that is, the chunking or organiza-

tíon of an entire set of ítems rather than as the learning of discrete

associaËions between successive items (Martin & Noreen, L974). The

paralle1 to the subjective organizatíon of free recall items should be

apparent and similar interfering effecËs have been denonstrated.when

optimal organízation units are disrupted (Johnson, 1968; L972, \|ínzenz,

7972).

22

To examine the explanatorv role of associatíon in free recall

phenomena, another aspect of the associationistic position musË be rein-



troduced at this poÍnt. Earlíer ín this paper, the ídea of f.ree- or r^rord-

associations was briefly presented. Association, in the sense of pre-

experímental assocíative dependencíes, was offered as ari alternative to the

organizational explanation to account for the leve1 of organizaLion present

in free recall. Basically, the assocíationistic position maintains that items

are consistently recalled in groups or clusters not because they are subjec-

tively or conceptually organized by the subject under some superordinate cate-

gory label (Bousfield, 1953; Bousfield & Bousfíeld, L966; Tulving, L962)

but raËher because they tend to elicit eaeh other as free associates.

Thís tendency for stimulus words to elicit their primary responses is

found in the normative data of free assocaition tests (Kent-Rosanoff, 19I0;

Russell & Jenkins, 1954). Thus, organization depends upon the direct

interim associations among Ëhe items of the líst, and as associative

overlap (i.e., the tendency of each item in the list to be elicited by the

remaining items) increases, so does clustering and rvord reca11. Research-

ers in this area (Deese, \959, 1960, I96L; Jenkins & Russell, L952:

Jenkins, Mink, & Russell, 1958) were led to the conclusion that assocíative

growth was the cause of organization or at least a major determinant of

organization (I^iallace, 1970). Support for this position is found in

paired-assocíates to free recall transfer studies (Delprato & Hudson,

I97L; Postman, L97Ia; Wood, L97O). These studies indicated the presence

of positíve Ëransfer and a signíficant degree of clustering in Èhe free

recall of items based upon the prior, prescribed associations.

At this point it should be noted that the associationistic position

also has it.s critics and that various studíes have been initiated in an

attempt to ascertain the relative contributions of organizational and

associative growth variables in accounting for the observed clustering

LJ



effects in free recall learning. For example, Cofer (1965) matched

^^+^+^-i-ar on'i ns¡-saXegorized word pairings on associative Strength,ud Lgóur a¿,cu dru

and found that the caLegorized rvorcl pairÍngs led to superíor clusteríng

ef fects. Horvever, Foote and Pollio (f970) showed that the extent to r,¡hich

v L64LLLLe! rirlro-L !

depends upon a number of variables related to the demands of the experi-

mental iask. ilhea ihe study items r,Iere presented in a discrete model the

subjec:s :api-:a1':=l :;l any relationship among the item and therefore

hígh interiien associa¡-ive sirenglh ied to higher clustering and recall-

But, -^.:-=t- -.re:..':-'?r:s uere able to víew all of the items simultaneously

that=.':--: ^':=: :..--:--r-i--=:ic:=1.=:ic,iships an<1 thus tl-re benefits of high:'-- -'

-íni:::i.:=:-. 31:3¡,¡i 3--'-:= s::ength ;*ere minimal in accounting for cluStering

ef f e::s -1 ì e:. -:' ::: , .:'id l,Jeist (1968) suggested a dual level plocess

j4 r^'¡1-::; j; ju\ jecaS ..¿) = LCempt tc ieier::rlne and StoIe coded ínformation

abour :--,= ::--.:;-r..':=' -:=- atedneSs or organizatíorr of the items and then

(b) f6;1 -.-=;::-'::i.:ls anong the items of a given concePtual category.

However, when put to a rigorous test by slamecka (1972) dual

process theories, and ín fact the associative-growth hypothesis of

clustering in free recallrrvere found lacking. In experiment lsubjects

-..--.r 1,, ,,-i+1- - liSt of items blocked into either four,Iüere D:3-<::1 ¡e,j ¿t:¿rj-J1 WrLII a r-

eight, or i2 conceptual categoríes. Each category contained five items.

Fo11ow:,3 a s:::l e exPosure to the list of ítems and a brief distractor

taslt, the subjects \^/ere requested to recall as many rvords as possible.

At recaii, the subjects trere provided with either zeTo, one or four

retrieval cues (i.e., items) from the original list. The results of the

experiment indicated that the retrieval cues facilítated the accessibi-

líty to those categories rvhich were not recalled unaidecl, but did not

',L
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alter the mean proportíon recalled of words within categories. It was

also demonstrated that an increase in the number of retrieval cues from

one to four had no effect on the proportÍonate recall of the words r¡ithin

categories. In Experiment 2, Slamecka employed three learning trials

rather than one and corroborated his ínitíal findings.

These findings are not consistent \{ith associative-growth theory

but are compatible with an organizaxi-onaL or cognitive account of the

learníng of conceptually related material. According to the association-

istic position multiple pathways should form among the component items.

Providing one of these items as a cue should activate these pathr,rays and

thus enhance the recallability of the remaining items within thaË cate-

gory. Providing additional cues should presumably make more associative

pathways available and hence lead to proportionately higher reca11 of the

remeining items within that category. As these hypotheses \'¡ere not

sustained, Slamecka suggested that the primary function of the cuelras to

provide access Ëo the higher order memory units. Once the higher order

memory units were retrieved the subjects could then generate the appro-

priate category exemplars using the varíous decoding strategies alluded

to eaÈlier in this presentation.

However, it should be noted thaÈ the absence of intracategory

dependencies found by Slamecka in Experiments 1 and 2 occurred at 1ow

levels of list mastery (one and three trials, respectively) .

At higher 1eve1s of list mastery, Postman (f971a) and others

(Barton, L973; BarËon & Young, L972; Johnson, 1972) have documented the

development of interitem associative dependencies in both unrelated and

conceptually related materíals. It was shown, in the context ofatransfer

design, thaË it is possible to equate at a funcËional level, the higher
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order memory units ¡vhích develop duríng the course of free recall learn-

ing with the prescribed intrapair associatíons whích occur duríng paíred-

associates learning. The deÈaí1s and logic of Postmanrs transfer

r^^i^-^ --:1.*^ elaborated upon shortly, but fj"rst a f ew additionaluc5 J_B!IÞ wf rI uc

perspectíves on organizational and associative encoding.

Encoding: Organizational and/or Associative?

fn the previous two sections, the respective developments

concepts of organizat-íon and association were selectively traced.

Representatíve studies dealíng with these concepts rrere reviewed

ily with the íntention of capturing the flavour and substance of

theoretíca1 framev¡ork, but also to suggest potential limiËatíons

formulatíon and the possíbility of alternative interpretations.

Specifically, the theory of subjectíve organízation and in particular the

hypothesis of appropriate and inappropriate memory uníts v/as questioned

on the grounds that typical research designs \,/ere ínadequate to províde

a fair evaluation of the validity of this approach. Like¡.¡ise, the propo-

sition that the clustering effects present in the free recall of concep-

tually related items is a function of the formation of interitem associ-

ative connectíons failed to be substantiated.

Despite obvious 1ímitations, each theoretical position continues

to groT¡r, to improve upon its methodological techniques and to attract its

advocates as well as crítics. Organization as delineated by Mi1ler,

Tulving and Mandler has been the subject matter of an increasing amount

of research, theoretical speculation and model building. The magnitude

of the

and diversity of interests ín organizational encoding processes in

memory is reflected in the succession of review articles by Tulving (1968)

Shuell (1969) , Kintsch (1970), Tulving and Donaldson (1972), Brown (L976)

primar-

each

of each



Þ1us a host of research articles.

The study of organizatíonaL processes ín free recall lea:'--íno hrq

generalízed to a search for, and the specification of, simí1ar encoding

processes in paired-associates learning (e.g., Battig, L966; Bower, L970a,

L97Ob; Runquist, 1970; Segal & Mandler, 1967; I{ood, L969e) and in

serial learning (e.g., Bower, L970a, L972; Johnson, 1972; M"rtin, L974.;

Martin & Noreen, L974; I,Iickelgren, 1967; \línzenz, 1972). The pervasive-

ness of orgartizatíonal encoding strategies as revealed by these many

studies has 1ed to a re-assessment of .the claim that organi.zation is a

sufficient condiËion of learning. Suffíciency is seen as an understate-

ment and rather, organízational encoding tends to be viewed as a neces-

sary condition of learning.

Tt should be noted howeverr that the operation of o.rganLzational

encoding does not preclude the possibility of concurrent association by

contiguity (Postman, I976). Numerous researchers have viewed the same

clustering data as the pro-organizationalists and have offered alternative

associative ínterpretations (e.g., Deese, L959; Irrallace, L970) and in

fact the most comprehensive analysis of human inemory is based upon an

associationÍstic position (Anderson & Bower, Ig73).
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The nature of encodíng--specifically the involvement of organiza-

tional or associative processes--has recenÈly received much attention

(cf., Bror¡n, L976; Melton & Martin, 1972; Voss, L972). Much of the

currenË research and theoretical speculation appears to be leading torvards

a merging or rapproachment of the two positions (Postman, I97La, 1972) and

to the development of hybrid models of encoding (Estes, 1972). The

origins of Èhis liberalized approach may be traced back to Tulvíng (L964)

who described his concept of subjective organization in terms of the en-
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coding ortherearrangement oftheítems tobe remembered. He stated that:

such rearrangement manifests itself and can be described in a

variety of ways--development of association of the type that define
the associatíve meaning of the i,¡ord (Deese , L962); clustering in
terms of conceptual (Bousfield, 1953; Cchen, L963); associative
(Jenkins & Russell, 1952); synonymic (Cofer, 1959); categorical;
ctrunking, unítization, or recoding as envisaged by Mi11er (1956a,
1956b); construction of a plan or creation of a hierarchieal rstruc-
ture (mi11er, Galanter & Pribram, f960)...the ordering of items in
recall according to a previously learnedcode such as the alphabet
(Tulving, I962b)...and probably many others. subjectíve organiza-
tion is just a general name for all these processes (p. 234) -

This quote is essentially the position of Postman (L97La) who does

not argue for the primacy of either organLzational or associationistíc

position. His recommendation was that theoretical chest-beating v/as to

be avoided and a decision made solely on the basis of whích formulation

had greater analytíc, explanatory and predictive po'v¡er.

Thís brief review of the concepts of organizatiorr, association

and encodíng was carríed out wíth the intention of providing a theoret-

ical background for the propositíon that the processes of organization and

association are functíonal1y similar. In the next tr.¡o sections more direct

evidence for this proposition will be advanced as it applies to free re-

call to paired-associates transfer and free recall to serial learning

transfer.

Free Recall to Paired-Associates Transfer

Until recently, margínal and inconsistent transfer effects have

been found in studies which involved the learning of a paired-associates

list composed of ítems from a previously learned free recall 1ist. These

transfer effects have ranged from positive (e.g., Battig, Merikle, &

Schild, 1965; Underwood & Ekstrand, L967; Underwood, RunquisÈ, & Schulz,

1959) Ëo negative (e.g., Barton, L973; Beach, 1968; Burke & Battig'

1968; Johnson, Lg72; Postman, IgTla; Rogers & Battig, 1972) to mixed
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the interaction of two variables: (a) item-familiari-zatiorl or response-

learning effects (Mand1er, L954; Underwood & Schulz, 1960) and (b) form-

ation of subjective memory uníts during free recall (Tulvíng, 1962) whích

may be either compatible or incompatible with the processing requirements

of the uaired-associates task.

An example of a study whích illustrated the interplay of these two

varj-ables may be found in Battig et al., (1965). They had subjects learn

a list of 15 three-leËter anagrams by the free recall method to a criter-

ion of one errorless trial or a maximum of 15 trials. During this phase of

the experiment the subjects \'rere instructed to reproduce the anagrams

either ín the exact letter or<ier or thev were allowed to transform or

encode the anagrams and recall them in any order. Consistent with much

of the evidence for the facilitating effects of subjective organization,

the group allowed to transform the anagram.s made both fewer errors and

required fewer trials to reach the criterion of one errorless trial.

Approximately one uinute after the achievement of criterion, the

suåjects \¡rere transferred to a paired-associates learning task. The

paired-associates list was composed of seven paírs of familiar anagraus

from the free recall list and three unfamiliar or novel pairs. However,

these latter pairs were equivalent to the familiar anagram pairs.

Item familiariËy effects, Ëhat is, positive transfer was demon-

strated by comparing the proportion of familiar pairs recalled r+ith the

proportion of unfamiliar pairs reca11ed. Both groups showed better

retention of the familiar pairs of anagrams although these effects were

more pronounced for the exact-order group.

The main analysis of total pairs recalled indicated that the group



that was requested to maíntain the exact order of the anagrams had a

signíficant advantage over the group that transformed the anagrams

(24.7 versus 11.5 pairs correctly recalled over the course of five

trials). The ínterpretation drawn \üas that the subjects who trans-

formed or encoded the anagrams did so ín a manner whích was inappropri-

ate to the efficient learning of the paired-assocíates task. fn the

terms of interference theory, they were obliged to unlearn their idio-

slmcratic transformatíons and to relearn anagram pairs as prescribed and

were thus at a dísadvantage when compared to the group whích maintained

the exact order of the anaqrams across tasks.

Underwood and Ekstrand (L967, Experiments 1, 2, and 3) exposed

their subjects to lists of words and trigrams for either 70,20, 30, or

40 tríals and then transferred the subjects to a paired-associate task in

rvhich the same items were present. Although incidental to the main

interest in massed versus distributed practice effects, the free recal1

to paíred-associates transfer data indicated that the paíred-assocíates

learning was inversely related to the amount of prior, free recall
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learning. That is, fewer trials rdere requíred to learn the paired-assoc-

iates list for those subjects who received the high number of free recall

trials. Although the authors suggested Ëhat processes such as learníng

to-learn, r^rarm-up, stimulus-selection and response-learning effects

could account for the positive transfer, they did not include appropri-

ate conËrol groups to determine the relative contributions of the various

factors. However, it had been shor¿n earlier (Underrsood et al ., 1959) that

prior response learning facilitates subsequent paired-associates

performance.

I,'ihíle there is this evidence suggestive of positive transfer ín
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the free recall to paired-assocíates situatíon most researchers hold that

negative transfer effects should obtain when the same items constitute

both lists and a substantial degree of fírst-líst learning is involved.

For example, Burke and Battig (1968) had subjects learn a list of CVCs

to two successive errorless trials and then transferred the subjects to

a paíred-associates task. The group whích enjoyed prior trainíng and

the control group of nontrained subjects performed at the same leve1 on

all trials except the first. Here previous exposure to the items gave

the trained subjects a slight, but significant advantage. As stimulus-

discrimination and response-learning effects as well as \Arartn-up benefits

should have gíven a greater advantage to the trained subjects and led

Lo positive transfer, the presence of some other interfering variable

was considered. The lack of any transfer given the favourable conditions

enjoyed by the Ërained group rnras considered as evidence for negative

trans fer.

The mosË convincing evídenee for negative transfer in the free

reca1l to paired-associates paradigm vlas generated from a series of

studies by Postman (f971a).

In Experiment I subjects learned a list of 20 unrelated v/ords via

the free recal1 paradigm to a high criterion of L6/20 correct plus three

additional study-test cylces. The subjects immediately transferred to the

learning of 10 paired-associates. In the experímental condition Ëhe

same r¡rords \{ere used in the free-recall stage and the paired-associates

sËage with the words arbitrarily paired in the latter stage. In the con-

trol condition, the words in the free recall stage r'¡ere different from

those used in the paired-associates stage but both experimental and con-

trol subjects learned the same paired-associates list. This procedure
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stage would be incompatible v¡íth the prescribed associa.tions of the

paired-assocíates task, and result in negatíve transfer for the exper-

imental group. Half of the subjects learned the paired-associates list

by the recall method while the remaining half of the subjects learned

by a multiple-choice recognition procedure. The latter method, which

elíminates the necessity of response recall (i.e., is free of item-

fauriliarízation effects) provides a purer esÈirnate of the associative

stage of learning.

Under both nethods of assessing transfer effects, the control

subjects surpassed the experímental subjects. In the reca11 method,

negatíve transfer was evident on the first trial and increased over

several followíng test trials. In the multíple choice procedure negative

transfer r¿as maximal on the first paired-associates trial and gradually

diminíshed over the remaining 10 trials. From these results, PosËman

concluded that the positive component of response learning ínítially

cor-mterbalanced the negative, associative transfer but that these item-

faniliarity effects lrere transitory and \^rere soon attenuated by associ-

ative interference. Further evidence for the interfering effects of

incompatíb1e memory units was provided by the analysís of overt stimulus

and response errors. The mean percentages of intralist errors were 15.6

for the experimental group but only 3.3 for the control group.

)L

Postman (T97La, Experíment II) replicated these results by using

either categorized or uncategorized matería1s in the development of the

experimental ]ists.

pairing vras formed by selecting the stimulus and response iËems from

different conceptual categories. In this ínstance the concept of an

For the paired-assocÍates task, each prescribed
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inappropriate memory unit has some predíctive value providíng that the

subject used Lhe otganization defined by the experimenter. Negatíve

transfer was again in evídence with the magnitude greater for categor-

ized than noncategorízed lÍsts but not re1íably so. Analyses of intra-

list errors showed more errors under the experímental and categorized

condítion than under the control and noncaLegorizeð conditíons. Postman

used both recall and multiple choice procedures to partial out the

posítive influence of item farniliarization from the negatíve transfer

effects. The negative transfer occurred when the prescríbed pairings of

the assocíative task were incornpatible r¿íth the organízaxiorral units

developed during freê recall learning.

This seríes of studíes by Postman generated further research (Barton,

1973; Barton & Young, Lg72; Johnson, L972; Kearn, Note 1; Rogers & Battig'

L972) which attempLed to specify the nature of the relationship between

subjective memory units and prescribed associative coflnectíons' Rogers

and Battig (Lg72), who employed a transfer design simílar to Postmanfs

(f971a), had subjects learn a 24 word list by the free recall method and

then had the subjects learn a derived paired-associates líst composed' of

12 pairs of items. They had previously manipulated the level of free

recall training to establish differential levels of organizatiorr príor to

transfer. A higher criterion group was required to achieve one errorless

tria1, or all items correct at least once and three trials with at least 21

hrords correct. The lornr criterion group r¡Ias required to recall onLy L2 items

on one trial. Following the training, the paired-assocíates task was con-

tinued to one errorless trial for all subjects. Their results substantiated

postman's findings. An analysis of total paired-associates errors showed

ËhaÈ the high criterion experimental group conmitted almost twice the errors

(2f.6) as did the remaining low criterjon and appropriate control groups
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(mean = 10.9). An analysís of trials to críterion paralleled the error

resulLs with the hígh criterion experimental group requiring a mean of 5.8

trials and the rernaining three groups needing a mean of l¡.0 trials to reach

criterion. Nct t>n1y had Postmanrs (I91Ia)results been replicated but it had

been shown ihat substantial amounts of free recall organízatÍon are necessary

for the subjective memory units to interfere with the learning of a paired-

associates iisi: de::ived Írcn the free recall list.

Jo=isc¡ (191: r\ ::sed " dif f erent rationale to assess the presumed con-

tinuity beti,:een the orgarrizarional iinka.g*" of free recalI learning and the

presc¡i: =.- 
.:.: --:i=---::rs ::f oaired-associates learning. Also using a f ree

recall l: : :-'.-.1-:.>.-- : -:--i;.: : lâas:e: :;sign, she atbempted to lnanipulate the

compatibii r:-- :i t;::': i:::3:i:sk rneraory units. This manipulation rvas achieved

by s ligr: !.' ::, ,.:-li.: :: :.3 :2Ìlter in which the paired-associaLes list rvas

clerived ir .: :¡e r¡¿= ¡=ca.! itens. T;'picallrr- the prescribed pairs are random-

1y seLec-=.- ..::',t, ,-.: :''¿ ::i:ail- iterns. lloivever, Jottnson reasoned thal a

se'1 eci i o¡i r' .:.:l i i::,:-: ¡"-i rs of items f rom the f ree recall output rvoulcl be a

closer appro.rimaiion to a subjective memory unit than a selection of non-

acl jacent ítens. It ivas predictect that linlcages betr¡een adjacent items would

be more likeif io be cornpatible intertask nemory units and lead to positive

transf er thai: ii¿ ;,r¡:-iections betiveen nonacljacent paírs, rvhich \tel:e not com-

patible me¡nûry unics. Results indicated that relative to approPriate control

eïcllrDs ^ tha:: -¡r" :"rked negatir¡e transfer for the nonad jacent pairs but only

a slight and nonsignificant facilitation for the adjacer-rt pairs of items.

Barron (I913) and Barton and Young (T972) provided fr-rrther insight

into the nature of intertash memory units by focusing on Postman's (I97La)

multi-pathway analysis of transfer phenomena, Postman reasoned that during

developmeht of higher order memory units the conponent j-tems became associated
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together Ín a rm:ltiplicíty of connectÍons or pathways. He argued that íf a

subsequent learning task involved the dísruption of the original multiple

pathwaysr or if the task involved the learning of only one pathway at the exclu-

sion of all other connections, then negative transfer would occur.

Over the course of two experiments Barton (1973) and Barton and Young

(1972) systematically varied the síze of. the conceptual categories that pro-

vided the pool of items. I^Iith list length held constant at 24 words and the

number of conceptual categories equal to 2r 4, and 12, they produced transfer

lists of 12, 6, and 2 items per category, respectively. Across these condí-

tions pairs of items were then selected from within the same conceptual cate-

gory or from bet\,r'een tr¿o distinct categories. Based upon Postmanrs (I97La)

nru1ti-pathway analysis, predictions were made concerning the valence of trans-

fer for each of the pairing types. It was anLicipated that as the number of

items per category increased, negative transfer would also increase for the

within-category pairings; conversely an analysis of the betr,reen-category

pairings would indicate that negative transfer would increase as the number of

items per category decreased. The results of these experiments were gener-

ally ín agreement with Postman's theory. The within-category pairÍngs

showed maxinmm negative transfer for the condition of 12 items per category

relative to 2 items per category. The between-category pairings indicated

more negative transfer in the condition where there were 2 items per cate-

gory relative to 12 items per category. However, for this pairing negative

transfer was maxirm:m when there were 6 items per category.

In surnmary, the available evidence on free reca11 to paired-associates

transfer indicates that positive transfer will result under experimental

conditions which allow item familiarization effects to be operative, that is,

prior exposure to the items but a minimum âmount of organization. Positive



transfer is also expected but remaíns to be conclusively demonstraËed

when the subjective memory units of free recall are compatible wíth

prescríbed paírings of a subsequent paired-associates task. Conversely,

transfer will be negative when the free reca1l organizatLonaL units are

incompatible with the subsequent associative requirements.

However, a signíficant weakness resides in the studíes previ-

or:sly revíewed. This weakness lies in the assumptÍon thaË the list

organization as defined by the experímenter is entÍrely congruent with

the organi-zation as perceived and utilized by the subject. The possible

discrepancies and the ímplications of making this assumption have been

dealt iqith elsewhere (Mand1er, L967; Postman, L972; Tulving, 1968).

However, it should be noted that definíng words from the same conceptual

categories as an appropriate memory unit may not truly represent the

subject's appraisal of the situation.

A brief re-examínation of the Barton (f973) and Barton and Young

(1972) studies should illustrate this point. One of the conditions in

rhe Barton (1973) study involved 12 items in each of two dissimilar

conceptual categories. Barton then randomly selected pairs of items

from within each category and defined these as withín-category pairings.

Hor,¡ever, Mandler (L967) has shovm Ëhat subjects typically form higher

order memory units composed of four or five items on1y. Thus, Bartonfs

selection of a pair of items from a conceptual category consistíng of

12 iterns and his definition of that pair as a wíthin-category pairing

may be inaccurate. It is quite possible that the pair originated from

ti^¡o distínct subcategories and is therefore a betrveen-category pairing

and thus the obEained neqative transfer.

JO
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This particular problem can be circumvented to some extent by

resortíng to techniques which measure subjective organízation rather than

experimenter-defined organizatiorr. Following the next sectíon on free

recall to serial 1íst transfer a method of manipulating a subjectíve

o'rganization will be proposed.

Free Recal1 to Serial List Transfer

The effects of free recall to serial list Lransfer are influenced by

the same factors which are operative in free reca1l to paired-associateá

transfer tasks. Item familiarizatioî and the degree of compatibility of

the intertask memory units interact to produce positive or negative

transfer in a manner simílar to that described in the last section. In

an early study, for example, llovland and Kurtz (1952) had subjects

pronounce nonsense syllables until they could recognize aLt the items in

a partial-exposure test. The subjects \,/ere then transferred to a standard

serial learníng task of síx, 12, or 24 syllables in length. For these

different list lengths, the prior exposure groups required neans of 2.2,

LL.4, and 30.2 trials to reach a criterion of one perfect trial as com-

pared to groups without príor farnilíarizaxiorr who required 4.1, 15.9, and

33.0 trials to reach the same level of mastery. Presumably, only item

familiariza:-íon effects vrere present in the experiment and therefore

positive transfer was obtained. The prior exposure to the nonsense syl-

1ables was based upon a recognition task and did not entail the formatÍon

of memory units which could interfere with subsequent learning.

That prior organization or association structure may facilitate serial

list performance was suggested ín a study by Lleingartner (1963). In this study

the internal structure of the lists to be learned was manipulated by varying



the interitem associative overlap of the ítems comprising the 1ists. In

one 1ist, ruords ¡¿hich occurred together as associates in normal usage

(e.g., moth, butter-fly, insect, bug) were placed in adjacent positions.

Tn another list the same words were randomized throughout the list.

Performance \,r'as best when the internal associative structure of the list

was intact, that Ís, when items of high associative overlap r¡/ere sequen-

tial. The facilitation occurred primarily during acquÍsition of the middle

items of the list which are ordinarily the most dífficult to learn.

Postman (1967 ) replicated these results.

Evidence that prior o.rganization could lead to negatíve transfer

\,ras suggested in a study by Earhard (1969, Experiment 1). In the exPer-

iment of interest to the present investigation, grouPs of subjects learned

a list of unrelated words for 1, 5, 9,16, or 21 free recall trials"

Following the free recall phase, the subjects were requested to recall

the items in alphabetical order, which isrwithin the context of thís

experiment, a prescribed serial order. The alphabetical recaIl varied

inversely with increasing amount of prior free recall practice. The

dependent variable indexing this relationship I¡7as a difference score between

word. recall during the free reca11 and recall under the alphabetical

constraints. The difference score indicated the number of words which

¡,¡ere rendered inaccessible as a result of the a1 phabetical recall. As

the serial recall instructions rtere given after the free recall phase

learning, i.e., after the storage of the items, the decrement in per-

fonnance \ras attributed to a conflict of retrieval cues. Apparently,

the subjects stored the items using idiosyncratie organizational cues

but r,¿ere required to retrieve the items on the basis of alphabetícal or

serial cues. The lack of congruence between these cues resulted in the

3B



progressive decrement in performance.

Two additional studies (Shapiro , I970; Wood, L969a) which employed

free recall to serial list transfer desÍgns, are highly relevant to the

present investígation. Wood (1969a) used a whole-to-part-transfer

paradigm in which subjects learned an 18 word free recall list and were

transferred to a nine-word serial list. In the experimental group the

nine-word serial list was comÞosed of items from the free recall list

while the control group learned the same serial list but had previously

free recalled a dÍfferent 18 word list. Negative transfer was evident

in the latter stages of serial list learning only. fn the early stages

of serial list learning item familiarization effects tended to reduce the

dÍfference between experimental and control grouPS. However, as the

transfer trainíng progressed, the effects of item familiarízation atten-

uated and the negative transfer effects became apParent.

In a following study Wood (1969a, Experiment 2) the lbgic of the

basic transfer design remained the same; however, the number of free

recall trials \ras maniÞulated as an additional variable. Subjects

received one, three or six free recall trials prior to transferring to

the serial task. It was anticipated that as free recall trials increased

negative transfer should also accrue as a funetion of the progressive

development and subsequent disruption of the higher order memory units.

As predicted, the analysis of the serial list data indicated a groups by

trials interaction. When fewer than six free recaIl trials \,¡ere given

control and experimental groups did not differ in serial list perforrnance.

However, rahen prior free recalI traÍning vtas extended to six tríals

control group performance on the serial task was superior to that of the
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experimental group.

SubjectsrdependÍng on their free recall performance, were then

designated as high or 1ow organízers. Further analysis showed a signi-

ficant organization (high vs. low) by grouPS (control vs. experimental)

by 1ísts (f ree recal1 vs. serial list ) interaction which \.^/as attributable

to high organizers in the experímental group performing better on the

free recall stage but poorer on the serial list stage of the study.

These results are consistent wiEh the view that inappropriate memory

units in free recall learning rdere responsible for the negative transfer.

Shapiro (I970) also investigated the relationship betr,zeen prior

f ree recall practice and subsequent serial learning. To extend l,Ioodts

(L969a) findings, Shapiro attempted to measure the 1evel of organization

of the higher order memory units prior to transfer and also the degree of

appropriateness of these memory units to the serial learning task. In

addition, he attempted to devise a score which would account for and

partial out the ítem familiarity effects which predominate on the initial

transfer trials. These objectives v¡ere met in the following manner.
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Groups of subjects studied 16 unrelated words by the free recall

method for five, 10 or 15 trials. Shapiro then measured the amount of

organization present at the completion of free recall practice.. The

measure of organízatíon he used was the number of observed, bidirectional

intertrial repetitions minus the expected number of bidirectional inter-

trial repetitions (Bousfield [' Bousfield, L966; Gcrfein, Blair &

Rowtand, I968). The mean scores (observed-expected) for the groups

receiving five, 10, or 15 free recall trials was 1.05, 0"98, and 1.90,

respectively. However, no statistical evidence \n,as provided as to the



significance of these differences other than they exceeded chance values.

Next he calculated the degree of overlap between the bidirectional

memory units of free recall and the serial order of the transfer task and

found the overlap to be uniformly Iow for all groups. This lack of con-

gruence rras considered by Shapiro to be evidence that the íntertask

memory units rvould be inappropriate. As Shapiro restrícted this

analysis to memory units composed of only two items this asserted inappro-

priateness of memory units may not be entirely valid. However, it was a

commendable attempt to operationalize the concept of inappropríate memory

units.

The serial learning stage of the experiment íimnediately followed

the free recall phase. Subjects irere requested to write their responses,

guessing where necessary, sequentially down the 1ined, test sheets. The

dependent mêasure was total recall in lieu of correct serial placement

of items. Difference scores vTere derived for each subject in an attempt

to account for item familíarízatíon effects. For serial trial one, this

entailed subtracting a subject?s performance on the last free recall

tríal from his recall on serial trial one. For the remainder of the

serial trials, the difference score was obtained by subtracting the

recall on trial N from the recall on trial N+l. Results indicated that

the groups receiving 5 or 10 free recall trials did not differ from each

other but both performed significantly better than the group receiving

15 free recal1 trials" The lack of difference betr¡een free recall groups

5 and 10 trials was explained Ín terms of the near identical organization

scores (1.05 and 0.98, respectively) during free recall learning. The

inferior serial list performance of the group which received 15 free



recal1 trials was attributed to a hígher level of organaízatíon, that is,

well established rnemory units, which were inappropriate to the learning

of the serial 1ist.

In summary, the prerzious studies indicate that the free recal1 to

serial learning transfer effects may be positive or negative. Positive

transfer is obtained when item familiarízation increases the availability

of the items during the serial learning stage. This variable is most

potent in the early stages of transfer training (l{ood, I969a) and no

doubt influenced Shapiro (L970) to employ a derived score based on differ-

ences between final free reca11 and initial serial recal1. A1so, when

the serial order of the items is congruent with the interitem relation-

ships developed through extensive pre-experimental verbal habíts, posi-

tive transf er will occur (Postman , 1967; trn/eingartner, f96l ). Negative

transfer is obtained in those cases where the organizational units of a

prior task are incompatible with the demands of a subsequent task

(Earhard, 1969; Shapiro, 1970; L7ood, 1969a). It is highly conceivable

that both positive and negative transfer effects may be present in the

same study. If the intertask memory units are compatible then positíve

transfer should result and conversely if they are incompatible negative

transfer should be present.. But notice, as lvas the case in free recal1

to paired-associates transfer, the apparent circularity of the defini-

tion of the concept incompatible memcry unit. Shapiro (1970) attempted

to break the circularity of the definition by showing that successive

pairs of words from the serial list r¿ere incompatible with the free recall

memory units, but only for hÍgher order memory units of size tr.¡o. It is

conceivable that contiguous pairs of words from the serial list may not
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be adjacent in the free recall 1íst but ínstead be part of a higher order

..--i! ^f ^memor) ';ìr-t or size three, fcur, or five (Pe11egríno & Battig, L974).

Thus, Shapirors claim that negative transfer rr¡as due to inappropríate

memorv units may not be entirely valid.

Ln the following section a procedure r'ri11 be outlÍned r'¡hich lvill

provide a Ínore serviceable definition of the degree of appropriateness

of interiask menoz-y units by providing an alternative vray of manipulat-

j-¡ --¡ | ^. - -j-^+'l-ng !::3 :Èïåi C- -.--- i¿ganIT,icLLOTr.

Orø:ni zeii ¡n ¡nê Ñrrnìr'r nf S¡rhio^-i --' î^+^-^-: ^'v! Áatll¿a!:ull a!, rçÞ

----: t:=-.-'-:- -.'-- :i :ed stuCies on f ree recall to paired-associates

or seri..- ':-3: :.::t:s-'='l i-:ave, i.r*:l.tui er{cepiion, varied the 1eve1 0f

orgarii----'-:: iti :::= i::-: iecall stage by manípulaÈíng the number of

tri¿is -=':1:'-]g-. ---::_.--::: irlals in this nanner is an entirely adequate

rnethc: r:,: orcCu:-:::g clanges ín subjeccive organization (e.g., Tulving,

1962; -.'-- -. -: :.-. --:: :.^-= on'1 y neihod nor perhaps the most satisfactory

r./a)' fo: s--3.:i 5-:-'--ì = Driori the degree of appropriateness of the inter-

task memory units. Another method of varying free recall organization

mav be fo'.rnrl in fhe oioneerins r.rork of Mandler and his associates...*J9++l¡o!!

(lfandler, L967, 1968a, 1968b , Lg'lO, L972; l"land1er & ?earlstone, L966; I'fand-

ler, Pe::-src-r= :, l{ccpnans,1969; Mancller & Stephens, 1967). A cletaíled account

of Mandler's research may be founcl in Stojak (Note 2) and only finclings

releva¡ri --; il-':::?sent investigation will be highlíghted at this point.

l"Iandler required subjects to sort a list of unrelated rvords into

from two to seven subjective categoríes. Instructions r'rere that the

subjects could sort the ruords, printed individually on cards, using any

rules but the physical characteristics of tlle rvords (i.e., length,
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number of syllables, Ínitial letters, etc. )" The subjects, tested

individually, were not informed that a reca1l test would fo11ow but only

that the sorting would be continued to a criterion of two successive,

ídentical sorts. Once subjects achieved this level of consistency they

\üere requested to recall as many words as possible, in any order that

they wished. The data showed two important relationships. As the

number of categories increased from two to seven the a¡nount of word

reca1l and organi.zatíon (as measured by the words from the same cate-

gory being recalled in adjacent positions) also increased. In addítion,

word recall and level of organizatíon Ìrere correlated with the number of

categories used by the subjects, but not with the numbe¡ ef se¡ríno

trials which r{ere necessary to reach the consistency criterion. Mandler

concluded that organízation and not merely a repetitíon effect due to

trials was the critical factor in the recall of supramemory span lísts

of unrelated words. In anticri-patíon of potential criticism that the

results were due to subject selection effects, that is, a general ínteI-

lígence factor, Mandler (1967 ) randomly assigned subjects to the number

of categories and found the same category-recal1 relationship. Melkman

(I975) provided corroboration of this finding by contrasting the cate-

gory-recal1 function when the number of categories was the preferred

selection of the subject or when the number of categories was imposed by

the researcher. Within the range of categoríes used Ín the Present

investigation the positive relationship between number of categories and

word recall was maintaíned.

Mandler (1968) also used a within-subjects design to demonstrate

the category-recal1 relationship and thus extend the generality of his
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findÍngs. In a further variation on his basic design, Mandler (1967)

held the number of sorting trials constant and allowed his subjects to

select a preferred number of categories (restrícted to values between two

and seven). Again, the results showed that the level of organization and

word recall varied directly with the number of categories used by the

-'-L:^^r^ TL"^ latter study was substantiated by Nelson, McRae andòUUJçLLÞ. rIIlù aaLLEI ùLUUJ Waù ÞUUÞLotlLIaLgU UJ IlsIùv¡lt ¡ILIlaç

Sturges (I}ZL). Thus, by holding Ëria1s constant and randomly assigning

subjects to a certain number of categoríes between two and seven, it is

possible to vary the 1evel of organizati-on betr¡een subjects.

The feasibility of thís procedure has been demonstrated recently

by Fullerton, Mclntyre and Stojak (Uote 3) and Stojak, Klein and Mclntyre

(Note 4), To illustrate) in the former study, which was a whole-to-part

free recall transfer task, subjecLs \^/ere tested ín groups of six. They

were randomly assigned to experimental or control groups and to a des-

ignated number of categories (either three, five, or seven). The

experimental procedure, which involved a slight variation of I'landlerrs

format, utilized test booklets in whích a list of 30 unrelated words r..ras

typed above the number of categories appropriate for that subject. The

subjects r/¡ere allowed four sorting trials_ in which to subjectively cate-

gorize the words into the designated number of categories. They were

constrained to six, five, five, and four minutes, respectively, for each

of the four sorting trials. A recall phase, prerriously unmentioned to

the subjects, was then initiated. First list organization varied

directly with the number of cateo^rioc ¡qciono¡l as indexed by the

ratio of clustering scores (Roenker, Thompson & Brov¡n, L971) of

and .833 for three, five, and seven categories, respectively.

That the sorting procedure either produces a short range, stable

adjus t ed

622, .7IB
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organizatíon or taps some underlyíng organízation was further demonstrated

in a study by Mclntyre, Stojak and Mostoway (L973). These ínvestigators

demonstrated that release from proactíve ínhibition will occur rvhen sub-

jects shift, on a short-term memory trial, to items from a differenL subjec-

tive category determined during a prevíous }fandler sortíng task. Over longer

períods of time, the persistence and stability of the subjective memory units

formed in this manner was demonstrated by Fisher (L97L) and Mandler (L967) -

The major advantage in using the Mandler sorting technique as a

mearls of manipulaÈing the level of organízation prior to transfer is thaË it

allows an a príorí means of establishing the degree of appropriateness of

the interLask memory uni-ts. Once the status of the memory units has been

established, it becomes possible to assess the differential transfer effects

whích must be predicted by the organízational and associatj-onistic positíon-

An example, from a hypothetical free recall to paired-associates transfer

task, should clarify the utility of this design.

Assume Ëhat the experimental list is comprised of the items A, B, C,

D, E, and F. The paired-associates list is derived from these items by ran-

domly selecting two items at a time. Let Ëhe transfer list formed in this

manner consist of the pairs A-C, B-F, and D-E. The subject is first exposed

to the free recall list and encouraged to sort the items using any type of

grouping strategy. Further assune that the subject consistently sorts items

A, B, and C into one category and items D, E, and F into another category.

Units ABC and DEF are, in effect, vrell organized, hígher order meÐory uniÈs

or chunks. As previously described these units cannot be construed as having

fixed sequential dependencies ¡morrg Ëhe component items. Rather these units

could be recalled as ACB or FDE and thus the prescribed paírings A-C and D-E

involve no disruption of the original memory units. Viewed in this manner'
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the task ís ín effect an extreme case of a whole-to-part transfer paradigm

wj-th each prescríbed pairing a part of a larger, higher order memory unit.

It is now possible, prior to transfer, to specify the inappropri-

ate and appropriate memory units. For example, the pairing B-F (now

defined as a between-category pair) is composed of items which oríginate

ín two distinct memory units. The prescríbed B-F pairing involves the dis-

ruption and exclusíon of the príor, intrachunk linkages and Ëhe formatíon

of one, ne\¡I connection. Thus, the between-category pairs which are

inappropriate memory units, should result in negative trarisfer. This out-

come would be consístent with Ëhe predictions of both the organizational

and associationistic positions.

The pairings A-C and D-E (defined as wíthín-category pairs) are

composed of items which are, in effect, subsets of the origínal chunks.

Therefore, there is a degree of overlap or cornmonality among the interitem

connectíons which were formed during the free recall phase and the prescribed

pairings in the transfer task. However, an application of the organízational

theory and associationistic theory to determine the status of the \,riËhin-

category pairings leads to a prediction of opposite transfer valences. That

is, from the organízational position, the within-category pairíngs are pre-

sumed to be but one interitem connection of the many possible connections

which are formed during the development of the higher order lDemory units. As

these within-category pairings do not involve a disruption of the previous

connections, but rather the maintenance of one specific connection, they are

viewed as appropriate intertask memory units and would yield positive transfer.

Conversely, the associationístic position suggests that the within-

category pairs would produce negative transfer effects. It is presr:med

that, as the higher order memory units develop, mu1Èiple pathways or



connections form arnong the component items. I{orvever, in lhe paired-

associates phase one associative pathway must be learned to the exclusion

of all of the other intrachunk connections. But uÞon Þresentation of

the stimulus elemenr- the orevious associative connections will be

aroused and proactively compete i¡ith the development of the prescribed

association. Thrre nêeâÊírra l.r¿¡sfer would be anticipated for the

within-category pairings.

Further differential transfer effects \.vould be expected to vary as

a function of the level of organiz,atíon or the degree of cohesiveness of

the higher order memory units. For example, the organi zatLonal point of

view would predict that the amount of posÍtive transfer of the vrithin-

category pairings and the amount of negative transfer of the between-

category paírings would be directly related to the degree of cohesiveness

or organizati_on of the memory units.

The associative position would also predict that the amount of

negative transfer of the between category pairings would relate to the

level of original organization. On the other hand, the locus of inter-

ference leading to negative transfer in within-category pairings is

presumed to be in the number of multiple pathways and therefore the num-

ber of items in the higher order memory unít.

Thus, ttesubjective sortíng technique, which allor"s for the

development and identification of higher order memory units of various

size and levels of cohesiveness provides a viable method for analyzing

associative and organízational processes in transfer studies. The

specificity of the prediction which may be derived from this methodology

are developed in the subsequent section.
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Experimental Paradigms and Hypotheses

The purpose of this investigation was to assess the proposition

that the interitem relationships formed during the establishment of

higher order subjective memory units share common functional attributes

with the interitem connections established during the course of prescribed

associative learning. As well as being a partial replication of previous

research on this issue, the present investigation integrated a subjec-

tive sorLing technique into the transfer design and thus provided the

means to operationally define and clarífy the terms appropriate and

inappropríate memory units.

The general paradigm used to ínvestigate the nature of the ínter-

task memory units was a tl.{o-stage transfer design. Specifically, sub-

jects transferred from a free recall task to a paired-associates task

(Experiment 1) or from a free recall to a serial learning task (Experi-

ment 2).

The free recall phase of Experiments 1 and 2 involved the same

basic format. Three randomly derived experimental groups of subjects

(E3, E5, and E7) sorted 30 unrelated words into either three, five, or

seven subjective categories, respectively. Three randomly obtained

control groups (C3, C5, or C7) sorted an equivalent but different set of

30 words into a comparable number of categories. At the completion of

four successive sorting trials an unannounced free recall of all items

occurred. It r^¡as predicted that :

1. I¡Iord recall would be a positive linear function of the number

of subjective categories with no differences between the experimental

and control groups.

/,o
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2. The 1eve1 of organizatior' rvould símilarly increase as a

function of the number of subjective categories and r^¡ould also indícate

an equivalence between experimental and control groups.

completíon of the free reca11 phase, subjects were immediately transferred

to a paíred-associates task composed of 15 random paírings from the

Exoeriment 1: Free reeall to paired-associates transfer. At the

original 30 ítem experimental list. Both experimental and control groups

learned the same paired-associates 1ist. For the experimental groups'

it was possíble to specify those word pairings which were compatible

with the subjective memory units and those word pairi-ngs which were not

compatible.

Those word pairings which, through chance, happened to be from two

subjeetive categories (i.e., between-category paírs) would involve

ínappropríate memoryy units and therefore result in negative transfer. The

amount of negative transfer should be related to the level of organíza-

tion attained during the free recall phase. That is, the greater the

number of categories employed, the higher the amount of organization and

thus the greater the interference in learníng the paired-associales task.

This 1íne of reasoning would be evaluated statistícally by com-

paring the proportion of between-category pairs recalled v¡íth the control

condition as a function of the number of categories. It was anticípated

that this analysis would yield a t\,ro-way interaction with the amount of

negative transfer directly proportional to the number of categories.

This prediction v/as considered to be congruent r+ith both the organíza-

tíonal and associationistic positions.

llorvever, when considering the transfer effects of those word



paírings which were defined

theoretical frameworks must

different predictions.

Withín the context of organízational theory, those word pairings

r,¡hich, through chance, happened to be from the same subjective category

(i.e., within-category pairs) would involve appropriate memory units and

therefore result in positive transfer. The a:mount of positive transfer

should be related to the 1evel of prior organization. That is, the greater

the number of categories employed, the higher the level of organizatíon

and thus the greater the facilitation ín learning the prescribed paÍrs.

Statistically, an analysis of the proportion of within-category pairs

r¿ith a control condition should yield a tr^7o-way interaction. Positive

transfer should increase as the number of categories increases.

However, within the context of associationistic theory negative

transfer would obtain for the within-category paírs in proportion to the

number of Ínteritem connections or pathways. As the number of items per

category decreases with an increase in the number of categories it rm¡st

fo1low that maximum interference would occur in the three-category

condition. As there are fewer items in the seven-category condition

these ínterfering effects should be attenuated. A two-way interaction

should result indicating negatÍve transfer which decreases as the number

of categories increases.

4Þ

be

appropríate memory units, each of the

developed separately as they lead to
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In addition to the above, other, more general predictions must

follow from a consideration of the free recall to paired-associates

transfer design. Therefore, it was predicted that:

1" An overall transfer effect would be apparent with the control
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group performing signifícantly better than the experimental group

2. Item famiLíarization effects would be evídent in the perform-

ance of the experimental group during initíal tría1s on the paired-

associates task but this effect ¡¿ould attenuate as tría1s progressed.

Statistically, this attenuatíon r+ould be demonstrated with a groups

(experimental versus control) by trials interactíon.

3. A groups by number of categories interaction rvas considered

to be most vital to the experimentat hypothesis. Groups E3, E5, andET

should learn the prescribed pairings progressively more slowly compared

to groups C3, C5, and C7 which should perform equally. This prediction

would be in accord with both the organizatLonal and associationistic

theories.

4. Arr analysís of the stimulus and response intrustion data

would shovr an increasíng number of errors for groups E3, E5, and E7,

respectively.

Exoeriment 2: Free recall to serial líst transfer. At the

completion of the free recall phase, subjects \^7ere transferred to a

l5-word serial learning task. The serial list items were randomly

selected from the 30 words of the experimerrtal list. The serial recall

of each subject \¡ras scored for the number of successive pairs of

words correctly recalled on each trial. Each of these pairs was then

identífied as a withín- or bet\,/een-category pairing depending upon the

compaÈibility of those pairings with the previous subjective aemory units.

Based upon this approach and the logic advanced in the previous sections

it was predicted that negative transfer for the betweerl-category pair-

ings and positive transfer for the rqithin-category pairings would be an
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íncreasíng function of the number of categorÍes, Statistícally, tuTo-l{ay-

interactions should result between pairings (betr"'een-category pairs

versus controls; withín-category pairs versus controls) and the number of

categoríes used during the free recall phase.

In addition to the above, iL was predicted that:

1. The presence of an overall transfer effect would be indicated

by the inferior performance of the experimental groups relative to the

control groups

2. The experimental groupsr familiarizaLion with the \¡Iords ín the

seríal list should enhance their performance, but this facilítation would

be restricted to the inítia1 trials of the serial learning task. Thus, a

groups (experimental and control) by trials interactíon \,Ias predicted.

3. The hígher levels of organízatíon which was anticipated as the

number of categories increased should lead to increasing amounts of

interference in Lhe learníng of the serial list. As the three control

groups should perform at the same level, a groups by number of categories

interactíori r{as considered to be critical to the hypotheses advanced in

this investigation.



Experimental Design

The sorting of a list (Líst 1) of 30 unrelated words into a pre-

designated number of subjectively determined categories was followed by

a free recall test and subsequently by the acquisition of a lisf (Líst 2)

of 15 paired-associates derived from List 1. Independent grouPs sorted

List I into either three, five, or seven categories. Following the

recall of List 1, the three experimental groups received síx paired-

associates trials on Líst 2 with the pairs selected randomly from the

Líst I words. The three control groups also receíved six paired-assocí-

ates trials on List 2 but for these groups the List 2 words were di-ffer-

enË from the List 1 words. The major dependent variable was, of course'

the number of correct resPonses during each of the six paired-associates

trials of List 2 learning.

The experimental design was, therefore, a 2 x 3 x 6 desígn r+íth

two independent factors (control and experimental groups; number of List

1 sorting categories) and one repeated factor (trials) '

EXPERIMENT I

Method

Sub j ects

The subjects for this experiment were obtained from the introduc-

tory psychology courses at the University of Manitoba r¿inEer session'

Participation in this experiment was volunLary; however, subjecËs Ie-

ceived a nominal course credit for their involvement. The subjects were

female students between the ages of 18 and 25 and had English as theír



natíve language.

Of those subjects tested, 11 subjects in the experimental groups

ano tr suDJecES in the control groups (with a near-equal distribution

across the number of categories condition) failed to reach the criterion

of at least 90% consístency on Lhe last ttvo sortíng trials. Therefore,

additional subjects \,lere tested to stabilize t]he groups at 16 subjects

per group.

Lis ts

Two lists of 30 nouns were seleeted from the entire set of words

used by Tulving (L964). The t\"7o 1ísts, randomly desígnated as experi-

mental list or control list, I¡Iere equated for Thorndíke-Lorge (L964)

frequency of usage, Ínítial letters and word length. An attempt vTas

made to minimize any obvious intralist and interlist relationships. To

ensure thaË al1 subjects were famíliar with the words, only words with

a frequency counË of greater than four per mi11íon were used. (The

lists of r,¡ords are shown ín Table 1 of Appendix A. )

A whole method of presentation (Bower, clark, Lesgold, & \{ínzenz,

1969; I.linograd, Conn, & Rand, I97L) was used in whích the 30 words were

arranged in síx columns. of five words each at the top of a sorting page'

Belor¿ the words were Ëhe number of sorting categoríes appropriate to that

condition. Four random orderings of the r^rords appeared on four sortíng

pages i"¡ith each sorting page separated by a fíl1er page'

For paired-associate learning, fifteen pairs of words were ran-

domly selected from the experimental list \,tith the following restrictions:

(a) no two rvords which were used as stimuli or as resPonses started rrith

the same letter; (b) no paír of words began with the same letter; and

(c) obvious relationships between stimulus and response pairs were mini-
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mized. A second list of paired assocíates r/Íere randomly selected. This

1-:-+ -^+ +r-^ ^r^yious restrictions and had the additional constraint that_LrÞL UgL LIIE Prs

no tv¡o pairings r^¡ere identical betr¿een lists. The two lists r,;ere counter-

balanced across conditions and served to reduce any pair-specific

relationships whích might occur vrith the use of only one 1ist. Four

random orders of each list were prepared. (The word pairings of each

list are shor¿n ín Tables 2 and 3, Appendix A.)

Procedure

All subjects received a booklet containing sorting pages' test

pages and fi11er pages between the sorting and test pages. The design of

the booklets allolied all conditions to be tested simulËaneously. Subjects'

randomly assigned to treatments, were tested in grouPs of, or multiples

of, six. For Líst I learning, the subjects were informed that the study

concerned how words are organized (see Appendix B for complete instruc-

tions). Basically, the subjects vrere instructed to organize the 30 words

on a sorting page into a specífied number of categories located below

the 1ist. The method of complete presentatíon was used to facilitaËe

organization of the items. The subjeets were told to use any method of

categorization except the physical characteristics of tre it.ems as the

basis for sorting. The organizatíonal factor \,las stressed; however,

recall lras not mentioned. Also, the subjects \¡Iere urged to balance the

number of words across categories.

Following the completion of the first sort trial subjects were

asked to turn to the next specified page and atteüpt to replicate their

organization. A total of four sorting tríals to achieve consistency of

organization were used. The length of time allowed for each of the four

SorËing trials was six, five, four, and four minutesr respectively.



Followíng the last sorting trial, the subjects were asked to

recall as many of the 30 rvords as possible in arry order. Four minutes

were allowed for this free recall test.

The List 2 paired-associates task followed immediately after the

free recal1 tasks and paíred-associates ínstructíons (see Instructíons,

Appendix B). The study-test method vras utilized for the paired-associ-

ates task. The pairs rllere presented via a Kodak Carousel projector at a

2 sec rate during the study portion of each trial with 5 sec being

allowed for the recall of each response term during the test phase. A

5 sec interval separated the study and test phases, with a 10 sec inËer-

val betr"¡een the end of a test phase and the beginning of a ner¡ tría1 .

All subjects received a total of six trials on the paired-assocates task.

Four different random orders of the pairs and four random orders of the

stj-muli alone were cycled over these six study-test trials.

Each test oase for the oaired-associates trials contained 15

blanks vertically centered on the page. Subjects wrote only their

responses ín the spaces provided, giving either the associate, a guess'

or in lieu of guessing, they drer.r a line through the appropriate response

space as an aid to maintaining their position \,¡ithin the test sequence

(cf., Cieutat, 1967).
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The raw data from Experiment 1 are contained in Appendix C and the

sunmaríes of the various analvses of variance on this data are contained

in Appendix D.

First List ?erformance

The data from the

ately analyzed according

Results and Discussion

free recall phase of the experimenÈ rüere separ-

to the following measures: (a) the consisËency
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or stabilíty of organization between the third and fourth sortÍng tríals;

(b) the number of words recalled; and (.) the levels of organization

nrêsên'|- on fhc free reeell nrotocols.

consistency for all groups are shown in Table 1. Analysis

yielded no sígnificant differences among groups, F (1, 90)

Consístency of organization. The mean percentages

conditions, F (2,90) =.76; or the ínteraction, F (2,90) = .22. The

overall percentage of consisËency of organízation rnTas approximately 96%.

As Mandler (L967) found no substantial differences in recall performance

between subjecËs achieving 1002 consistency and those obtaining 957"

consistency ít appears reasonable to assume that the subjects ín the

present investigation had achieved a stable pattern of organization.

TABLE 1

Mean Percentages of Consistency Between the Thírd

and Fourth Sortíng Trials in Experiment I

nf qnrl-ìno

of varíance

= .13;

Condition

Iford recall. The mean list I recall ís shown in Figure 1. As

expected, the control and experimental groups did not differ in mean

words recalled, F (1, 90) = .48. However, there was a sígnificant

difference in the number of categories condition, F (2, 90) = 25.1, p <

.01. As Fígure I indícates, and a Tukey HSD test (Kirk, 1968) confirmed,

recall increased systematically as a function of the number of subjective

Experimental

Control

Number of Categories
5

97.7

96.9

96.2

97.8

94.8

95.6
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categories and thus corroborates the word reca11-number of categoríes

relationship originally suggested by Mandler (1967).

Levels of organization. To assess ¡þs flsorao of Tr'er I organi-

zation the adjusted ratio of clustering (ARC) of Roenker, Thompson and

Brown (1971) rras computed on the free recall protocols. The mean ARC

scores for a1 1 groups are shor.¿n in Fi-gure 2, As was the case in the

word recall analysis, there \^ras a signíficant effect due to the number

of categories used by the subjects T (2,90) = 3.93, g < .05, but no

dífferences due to groups, F (1,90) =.05, or to the interactíon

of groups and number of categories, F (2, 90) = .03.

In sr:¡mary, performance on LisË 1r,¡as generally as predicted wiLh

both word reca1l and levels of organization varying as a function of the

number of categories used by the subjects. Specifícally, the higher

number of categories 1ed to greater levels of ¡+ord reca11 and organization.

Therefore it seemed reasonable to assume that a major prerequisite of the

experimenË--to achieve differential 1eve1s of first-1ist organization--

was satisfied by the experimental manipulatíon of the numbe¡ 6f enrrino

categories used by the subjects. The lack of any large group differences

in List 1 performance provided reasonable assurance of group equality

at the beginning of List 2 learníng.

In additíon, the results of this phase of the experíment have

furËher extended the generality of the relationship between the nunber of

categories and word recatl/organization as first established by Mandler

(1967). This relationship was apparent and robust even under Ëhe group-

testing procedure and the use of test booklets. Previous research in

this topic area has relied upon individual testing procedures whích are

decidedly less economical than the present methodology.
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Second List Performance

The data from the second phase of the experiment were analyzed

according to the following complementary measures: (a) the basic

transfer data consisting of the number of correct associates; (b) the

proportion correct of withín- and between-category pairings; and (.)

the total number of overt stimulus and response errors.

Transfer. An analysis of the overall mean number of correct

responses during paired-associates learning for the experimental as

courpared \.rith the control groups índícated substantial negative transfer'

F (1, 90) = 10.65, p < .01. This finding provides support for the

propositíon that the hígher order memory units of free recall share

conmon, functional properties wit'h the prescribed pairings of associa-

tive learning. That is, the prior organization of the subjective memory

units and the subsequent disruption of these units acted as a source of

proactive associative ínterference and thus placed the experimental

subjects at a disadvantage relatíve to the control subjects.

That this negatíve transfer \^ras a functíon of the 1evel of organ-

ízatíron of the List I memory units \¡Ias gÍven by a significant groups by

number of categories interactíon, F (2, 90) = 3.28: P < .05- As shown in

Figure 3 (and confirmed by Tukey HSD post hoc tests, Kirk, f968) Group E3

wíth a relatively 1ow leve1 of initial subjectíve organization performed

at the same level as its corresponding control, Group C3. I{íth this 1ow

level of inítial organizaiion, the interitem connections r.lere weakly

developed and therefore could not serve as a source of associative

interference.

OL

Hor,vever, Group E5, with a higher level of List organization than

Group E3 (ARC scores of .78 and .69, respectively, where 1.00 ís the
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maximum attainab.l-',} røoa1'ro¡l ê;gnificantly ferver associates than íts

control group, C5. In this case the increased development of the intra-

chunk linkages acted proactively as a source of associative interference

and thus the incidence of nesative transfer.

The predicted difference betrveen Groups E7 and C7 although present,

did not reach significance despíte the fact that Group E7 had obtained

the highest level of List 1 organízation (ARC score = .85). In an attempt

to accorurt for thís unexpected result, a retrospective analysís of the

sorting data was made. This data indicated that although 13 out of the

16 subjects in Group E5 reached a sorting consistency of. I00% only seven

of the 16 subjects in Group E7 reached an identical level of sorting

consistency. However, as an analysis of variance revealed no overall

díf ference between these tl,üo groups, and Mandler (L967) f ound no decre-

ment in the level of organization as a function of a reduced consistency

of organization, the failure to find a significanË amounË of negative

transfer in Group E7 remains inexplicable at this point.

The position in the learning curve where the associative inter-

ference made its impact was indicated by a significant groups by Ëríals

interaction, F (5, 450) = 4.85, p < .Ol, and is shown in Figure 4.

Additional post hoc testing índicated that the groups did not differ on

the initial trial of the transfer task. By Trials 2 ar'd 3, however,

associative interference was fully operaËive and caused the experimental

groups to be at a significant disadvantage relative to the control groups.

The equivalence of the experimental and control groups on Trial I must

therefore be attributed Ëo the faciliËatory effects of item famiLÍariza-

tion ¡"¡hich were operative for the experimental , but noÈ for the control,

groups. Presumably, had a recognition task been used at this point
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(vrhich r¡ould have attenuated ítem-famiLíarizatíon ef fects) assocíatíve

Ínterference r,¡ould have been detected (Postman, I977a). The experimental

and control groups did not differ signifícantly on the remaining Ëhree

trials as near asymptotic levels of performance were reached.

The consistency of the results to this point strongly supports

Postmanrs (I977a) proposition that the higher order memory units of free

reca11 learning and the prescríbed pairings of associative learníng are

functionally sínilar or contínuous. These results have also suggested

that the magnitude of the associative interference ís approximately pro-

portional to the level of organizatíon of these original subjective mem-

ory units. Such findings are consísLent with those of Rogers and Battig

(1972) who used a varying number of trials as the vehícle for manipulat.-

ing prior organízation and Barton (L973) who varied the number of

conceptual categories in the pre-transfer phase.

The findings to this juncture are also consistent with both the

organizaLional and associationistic accounls of free recall to paired-

assocíate transfer effects and therefore further detaí1ed analyses were

carried out to assess which account possessed the greater analytic value.

Category pairings. The paired-associate response data r¿ere sub-

jected Ëo further analyse"l ao assess the transfer valences of inappro-

priate and appropriate intertask memory uníts and to validate the utility

of these concepts. An inappropriate memory unit çras a paired-associates

complex composed of a stimulus term and a response term r,rhich oríginated

in different subjective categories. This pairing was 1abe1led a between-

catgory pair (BCP). An appropriate memory unit was a pairing comPosed

of stimulus and response terms vhich originated in the same subjective

category and Èherefore r¿as labelled as a r,rithin-category pair (WCP).
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The compatibÍ1íty and íncidence of these pairings was determined

from the disposition of all items on the fínal sorting trial of List 1

learning. As the actual incidence of such pairings could be expected

to vary r¿ith the number of categories (e.g., more WCP for the three-

category condition relative to the seven-categoly condítion) each

instance \¡ras converted ínto a proportion (the denominator beíng the max-

ímum number of such pairings possíb1e) and then entered into the analysis

wíth an arcsine transformation. It should be noted that since a WCP

versus BCP comparison was premised upon correlated data, whereas a WCP

or BCP versus a control condition was based upon uncorrelated data,

three separate analyses sTere required. However, to facílitate visual

comparísons the results were combined and are depicted in Figure 5.

The analysís of variance of the \,rithin- versus the befi{een-

category pairings yíelded a sígnificant effect due to the type of paír-

ing, F (1, 44) = 7.54, y<.01 but not to the number of categoríes or the

interaction of the two variables. This finding merely indicated that the

I^ICP were subjected Lo less interference than the BCP. To assess the

valence of this apparent transfer two additional analyses were performed.

The comparison of the BCP with the performance of the control

groups yielded an overall effect due to the type of pairing, F (1, 88) =

5.98, p < .05, and also a significant pairing by number of categories

interaction, F (2, BB) = 4.24, p<.05. These resulËs closely parallel

the previous findings concerning paired-associates reca11 in that there

vras an absence of negative transfel for Group E3 relative to C3 and

noticeable but nonsignificant negative transfer for Group E7 relatíve to

its counËerparÈ , C7. Given the high level of prior organization of

Group E7, the negative transfer of the BCP should have been maximr¡m Ín
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this condition. Thus, the locus of negative transfer of the BCP was

restricted to Group E5 relative to íts control, C5.

This finding of negative transfer for the BCP is in close

agreement with two free recall to paired-associates transfer studíes by

Barton (L973) and Barton and Young (L972). In the course of these tvro

studies the authors systematically manipulated the number of conceptual

categories r,¡hich \^/ere present in the original list. From this list

composed of either two, four, or 12 conceptual categories, a paired-

associaËes list was derived. Negatíve transfer for the BCP was present

for the four- and Ëi+elve-category conditíon but not for the two-category

condition. Although iÈ r¿as interesting to note that negative transfer

was maximum aË the four-category condition, further speculation is

r-mv¡arranted aS BaIton and Young neglected to provide the respective

1evels of organization at the completion of free recall learning.

The overall íncídence of negative transfer for BCP is congruent

with both organízational and associationistic predictions. The estab-

lishment of multiple interitem dependencies within each subjective

memory unít during free recall learning was inappropriaËe wíth the

restricted connections prescríbed for the paired-associates task and

thus the presence of negative transfer for the experimental group, E5

and to a lesser degree fox 87.

A comparison of the I^ICP r¡ith the control condition failed to Pro-

vide significant dÍfferences due to number of categories, F (2' 88) =

.83, the type of pairing, F (1, BB) =.58 or their interaction, F (2' 88)

= .57. The absence of any transfer effects at all for the w-ithin-

category pairings raises some interesting issues for both the associa-

tionisËic and organizational accounts.
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The current associationístic versíon is provided by Postman

(I97Ia). He suggested that there may be negative transfer in a free

recall to paired-associates transfer task even in those instances ¡^rhich

do not call for the disruption of previously organized memory uníts.

That is, in certain cases, negative transfer nay obtain fo¡ WCP as r¿ell

as BCP. Using Postmanrs terminology and logic the argument proceeds as

fo11ows. During the free reca11 phase the subject has the opportunity

to form a diversity of pathways or linkages among the items withín a

subjective or conceptual categoly. However, in the paired-assocíates

phase of the experiment the network of interitem linkages previously

formed becomes redundant as the subject must no'e¡ learn a strictly seg-

mented or prescribed pairing. In other words, the subject must now learn

orÌe association to the exclusion of all other within-category assocía-

tions. Each stimulus in the paired-associates 1isË may, due to prior

exposure during the free recall phase, arouse díverse associates which

ínterfere with the learning of the criterion associate. Thus, the neg-

ative transfer for I^ICP. To extend the logic further, as number of cate-

gories decrease, the items per category and therefore interitem

linkages both increase and Postman would predict increasíng negatíve

transfer for WCP. The previously cited studies of Barton (1973) and

Barton and Young (L972) were directed tor¿ards an evaluation of Postman's

prediction. Based on both Tría1 1 paired-assocíates responses and mean

number correct responses, results indicated negative transfer of I'ICP for

the tr,ro-category condition but not for the four- or tr,le1ve-category con-

ditions. These results provide a measure of support for PoStmanrs

theorizing on Lhe valence of tr^lCP transfer.

The lack of negative transfer for the I,ICP found in the present
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investígatíon ís not in agreement with the findings of Barton (L973) and

Barton and Young (L972) nor does it provide any support for Postmanrs

(197la) multÍple-pathway hypothesis.

category pairíngs of the transfer task should have been appropriate wíth

the previously formed subjective memory units. Since all ítems are bonded

together equally in the sense that they are equally accessible and sínce

the prescribed pairings are but one of the possible orderings of the sub-

jective memory units, íntertask compatibility should have been assured.

A1so, since the strength of the intrachunk relationshíps varied as a func-

tíon the 1evel of organization (i.e., the number of categories) then thís

appropríateness should have been especially valid for the seven-category

condition where superior organLzation and fewer items per category pre-

vailed. The appropriateness of these intertask memory uníts should have

progressively decreased for the five- and three-category conditíons.

Current organizational theory would strongly favor the predíction that a

sËimulus and response pair from a well organized Ðemory unit sueh as those

found in the seven-category condition would be highly appropríate to the

learning of the transfer task, and therefore a facilítory effect would ob-

tain. However, there was a singular absence of posítive transfer for the I.JCP.

These results, although inconsistent with current organízaxionaL

theory, are not necessaïily incompatible with ít. It could be asserted,

albeit in a posË hoc fashion, thaË the memory units of free recall v¡ere

not real1y compatible with the prescribed pairings of the transfer task.

That is, the subjects, faced with a novel transfer task- did noË capital-

ize on their previous organization and instead encoded the prescribed

pairings in a new and unique manner. Therefore, the experimental groups

According to organizatLonal theory, the prescríbed rvíthin-
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performed at the same 1evel as the control groups. Although this line of

reasoning ís the type of post hoc logic that Slamecka, Moore and Carey

(L972) so strongly oppose, it does suggest a possible methodologícal

variation ín free recall to paíred-associates transfer studies.

Extending the prevíous explanation, perhaps the subjects did not

capitalize on the appropriate intertask memory units because ¡þprz rl-í¡l nni

apprehend the possible benefits to be derived from maintaining these memory

units. Therefore, sensitizing the subjects to the relatíonships between

the first and second lists, through pertinent instructions, should enhance

the recallability of the I^ICP in a manner analogous to part-to-whole free

recall transfer (Novinski, 1972; I^Iood & Clark, 1969).

A study by Kearn (Note 1) v¡hich addresses ítself to this issue

(although it was not originated with this intent) rvas completed after the

present investigatíon. In Kearn's study, subjects were advised that the

items in the two phases of the experíment r¿ould be the same or different,

contingent upon whether Ëhey were experimental or control subjects,

respectively. Kearn employed the Mandler (1967) sort techníque duríng the

free reca11 phase to obtain four subjective categories with six ítems per

category from each of his subjects. BCP and I,iCP were then obtained and

presented to his subjects (in a between-subjects design) ín the context of

a paired-associates 1ist. Consistent r¿ith previous research, the BCP led

to signifÍcant negaÈive transfer relative to the control condition. However,

Kearn also found positive transfer for the I^ICP but only on the initial two

paired-associates trials.

Hol+ever, there is a methodological difficulty with the Kearn study

and thus limitatíons to Ëhe inferences that can be drar.m. As Kearn did

noË request recall of his subjects prior to the transfer task, it is
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the t\^7o 1Ísts. Further, why a\,/areness of the relatíonshíp between the two

lists should have 1ed to a facilitory effect for the WCP, but not at the

same time attenuated the negative transfer of the BCP, remains unresolved.

In an attempt to clarify these íssues a factorial study by Stojak,

Klein and Mclntyre (Note 4) subseguently investigated the role of instruc-

tions and category pairings in a free recall to paired-associates transfer

design. Subjects sorted 30 unrelated words into five subjective categories.

Following four sorting tría1s and a previously unannounced free recall

test the experimental subjects v/ere exposed to the same words in the con-

text of a paíred-assocíates task. Standard controls for this type of a

desígn were employed. Prior to transfer half of the experimental subjects

and half of the control subjects were informed of the composition of the

paired-associates list. A1so, and in anticÍpation of a transfer set which

could be operable and lead the experimental subjects to adopt a hígh crí-

teria of responding (and thereby depress their performance), all subjects

were enjoined to guess freely when in doubt of the correct response (cf.,

Slamecka, Moore & Carey, L972)

The analysis of the number of correct responses during paired-

associates learning showed an overall negative transfer effect for the

experimental group, the ubiquitous groups by trials interaction, but no

groups by information interaction. A finer analysis based upon the type of

category pairing supported the present investígation as it indicated signi-

ficant negative transfer for the BCP, and slighl but nonsignificant negative

transfer for the WCP relative to the control condition. However, the failure

Ëo detecË a category pairing by information interaction suggested that Ëhe
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positive transfer of the I^ICP found ín Kearn's (Note 1) study r.ras probably

a function of the 1evel of prior organízaLion--unspecified though ít rvas l

In summary to this poínt, the analyses of BCP is consistent r¿ith

both the organizaLional and associationistic theories. Negative transfer

r,ras present for these paírings and generally in proportíon to the degree

of organization of the subjective memory uníts. Conversely, the lack of

transfer for the WCP does not offer support for the organLzational

position (which would favor a prediction of positive transfer) nor ís it

consistent with the multiple pathway Ínterpretation of the associatíon-

istic posítion (which would favor a prediction of negative transfer).

Further systematic research is obviously warranted in this area to specify

those f actors r'rhich govern transfer ef f ects of the I,ICP.

broken ínto misplaced responses and stimulus intrusions was entirely con-

sistent with the transfer data described thus far. Table 2 shov¡s the

incidence of both types of errors and also the total number of íntralist

Stimulus and response errors.

errors. As the patterns of stimulus, response, and total errors are nearly

identical, and in the interest of brevity, only the analysis of total errors

will be reported. The main effect of groups, F (1, 90) = 15-88' P < .01,

\¡/as a confírmation that Ëhe experimental treatment led to more errors than

the control condítion. L{ithin the experimenEal group there \.ras a nearly

equal number of misplaced responses and stimulus intrusions, 12.44 ar'd

L2.07, respectively. Postman (197la) considered the stimulus errors
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The analysis of total overt errors

particularly diagnostic as they reflect the inability

between stímulus and response terms. The faílure

is a result of their prior occurrence as part of

to differentiate

differentiate the termsto

Ëhe same subjective memory



TABLE 2

Mean Number of Intralist

Paíred-Associates

Condition

Experímental

NC

Control

Errnrq Tlrrrín o

T,eemino

Misplaced
Responses

J

5

1

J

5

7

unit. However, thís lack of differentíation carìrrot be considered the

essential factor in negative transfer. Postman (L97Ia), through the use of

recognition tests, determined that associatíve interference r¡ras the over-

riding condition of the negatíve transfer. As r,¡as the case in the

acquisition of the paired-associates 1ist, Group E5 indicated the most

detrimental effects due to the disruption of príor subjective memory units

followed by Group E7 and finally Group E3. The standard deviations (SD)

of the total number of errors provide further insight into the nature of

transfer effects. For groups C3, C5, and C7 the SDs were 3.60,3.40, and

2.25 whereas for groups E3, E5, and E7 the SDs were 3.9L, 8.92, and 10.75'

respectively. Thus the incompatibílity of the free recall and paired-

associates memory units manifests itself in both a reduction of associa-

tÍve performance and an increase in the variabiliËy of that responding.

2.25

s.44

4.7 5

1. 88

nRl

75

Stimulus
Errors

2.50

5. 88

3.69

I. UO

L.25

0.69

Total

4.75

IL.32

8.44

2.8L
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1.50
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rn summary of Experiment 1, ít appears that the íntegratíon of

Mandlerrs (7967) concept of organízation and his methodology inl-o the

f ree rceel'l to naired-aSsociates transfer ¡]esi sn ,,-i -L1^LLar! uv P.ILL eq-assocl-ateg ---,bft, \^/as a vaaD-Le strategy

for studyíng fundamental transfer processes. The present design allowed

for the juxtaposítion of organizational and associationístic explanations

of transfer phenomena and provided the means to defíne and clarify the

concepts of inappropriate and appropriate memory uníts. An inappropríate

memory unit was operationarized as a between-category pairing and was

demonstrated Lo be the variable responsíble for negative transfer. How-

ever, based on the present paradigm and findings, the term appropriate

memory unit appears to be a misnomer and neutrality seems to be more

descrÍptive of that aspect of transfer.



The research strategies adopted ín the first experiment r\'ere'

for the most part, maintained in Experiment 2 which involved a free

recall to serial learning transfer design. With the exception of a few

differences due to the nature of the transfer task, the rationale'

methodology, and data analyses paralleled those employed in

Experiment 1.

Method

EXPERIMENT 2

Experimental Design

The sorting of a list (List 1) of 30 unrelated rvords into a

previously designaËed number of subjectively determíned categories was

followed by a free recall test and subsequenÈ1y by the acquisítíon of a

serial lisË (List 2) of 15 words randomly selected from List l.

Tndependent groups sorted List 1 into either three, five' or seven

categories. Following the recall of List 1, the three experímental

groups received six study-test trials on List 2, whích \¡Ias a fifteen-

¡¡ord subset of List 1. The three control groups also received six trials

on the same List 2 words but for the control groups List I \¡7as a

dífferent, but equivalent set of words.

Therefore, the experimental design \,/as a 2 x 3 x 6 factorial

design with two independent factors (control and experimental groups;

number of List I sorting categories) and one repeated factor (tr:-als) '

Thernajordependentvariablewas,accordingtothesystem



suggested by i{augh (1963) the number of paírs of words correctly recalled

in succession on each tríal, regardless of theír absolute serial poåiai-orr.

A pair rvas considered to be correctly recalled if the response r+hich

came before it r¿as the word which actually preceded it Ín the test fist.

For example, íf the sequence ABCDE Tras presented and the subject responded

DEABC, then the subject would have recalled three pairs, DE, AB' BC.

Waugh indicated that thís type of analysis \¡Ias congruent i,¡íth the measures

typically employed in the assessment of serial learning. In addition'

thís dependent varíable was essential to the deterrnination of within-

and between-category pairings.

Sub.i e-cts

The srrb-iects for thís exoeriment were obtained from the íntroductoryrr¡v ul¿vJ

psychology courses at the University of Manitoba, summer sessíon. Partici-

patíon in the experímerit f^ras voluntary; however, subjects did receive a

nominal course credit for their involvement. The subjects \,/ere female

students bet\^reeri the ages of 18 and 25 and had English as their native

language.

Of the 117 subjects tested, the data of B subjects in the experi-

mental groups and 9 subjects in the control groups ¡¿ere discarded. The

reasons for the exclusion of these data included: (a) sorting consis-

tency of less tina¡l 907"; (b) failure to use the number of categories

specified in the test booklet; (c) categorization based upon the physícal

rather than the semantic characteristics of the r+ords; ald (d) failure

to recall the items in succession. Because of the constraints of a

limited subject pool and time no additional subjects were Ëested-

Ilowever, there were similar numbers of subjects in all ce1ls for a total
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of 52 experímental subjects and 48 control subjects. A decision \{as

made not to randomly discard subject data to obtain an equal number of

cell entries. Rather it was decided to make use of all available data

and complete the analyses based upon slightly unequal cell sizes.

Lis ts

The same two lists of r¡ord.s as described ín Experiment I rvere used

(see Table 1, Appendix A), but the lists were reversed in terms of their

status as an experimental or control list. For the free recall phase of

the experimenË, a whole method of presentation \¡7as used (Bover, CLark,

Lesgold, & trIinzenz, 1969; Mueller & overcast, L975; Winograd, conn, &

Rand, L}TL). The 30 r¿ord.s \¡Iere arranged in six columns of five rvords

each at the top of the sorting page. Below the words were the number of

categories appropriate to that condition. Four random orderings of the

r,¡ords appeared on four sorting pages with each solting Page separated by

a filler page.

To obtain the items for the serial list, the experimental list was

arbitrarily subdívided into two 15 word lists. These sublists were

equated as closely as possible on the same characteristics as the whole

lists (i.e., frequency of usage, initial letters and word length) trith

the additional constïaínt that no t\,ro words within the saEe sublist

started with the same letter (see Table 4, Appendix A). The 15 ç¡ords

v¡ithin each sublist r¿ere then randomly assigned to serial posítion with

the restríction that the initial letter.s of consecutive words were not

alphabetically arranged. Four random orders of each list vere prepared'

Procedure

The sorting and free

exactly the same Procedure

recall phases of Experiment 2 entailed

as deËailed in Experiment 1. The reader is
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therefore referred to page 54 lox the procedural details and to Appendix

B for the exact instructions to the subjects.

The serial learning phase follor+ed immediately after the free

recall task and Þresentation of the instructions for the study-test

method of serial learning (see Appendix B). Presentation for this phase

of the experiment rrTas via a Kodak Carousel Projector. A 5 sec t'Readyt'

stide signalled the imminent start of the study phase and was folloved by

an individual presentation of each item of the serial list with each

ítem ín view for 2 see. At the completion of the study phase, a "Recall"

slide initiated the start of a 75 sec test phase. Six study-test cycles

wglc Ë!vçrr.

Each test page for the serial learning tría1s contained 15 blank

lines arranged in a column in the centre of the page. The subjects

attempted to provide in wríting the serial order of the words as pre-

sented with the optíons of guessing or leavíng the appropríate space

blank.

The raw data from Experiment 2 are contained

the summaries of the various analyses of variance on

contained in ApPendix D.

Firs t-List Perf ormance

The data from the free recall phase of this experiment \,rere

separately analyzed according to the following measures: (a) the

consistency of organízation between the third and fourth sorting trials;

(b) the number of words recalled; and (c) the levels of organization

present on the free recall protocols.

Consistency of organi?4li9n-. The mean Percentage of sorting

Results and DiscussÍon

in Appendix C and

this data are
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consisterrcy for experímental and control groups are shoçrl ín Table 3.

Analysis of variance of sortíng consistency yielded no signifÍcant

differences bet\,reen groups, among condítions,rìor due to the interactíon

of the ti,io main factors. The overallaverage of sorting consístency was

approximately 98%, which was marginally hígher than that found in

Experiment 1. The assumption that recall and levels of organization

Scores were based upon a stable and consistent Sort apPeared to be

j ustified.

Mean Percentages of Consistency Between the Third

and Fourth Sorting Trials in Experiment 2

TABLE 3

Condition

Word recall. The mean List 1 word recall is shown in Figure 6.

As anticipated, the only significant effect was due to the manipulation

of subjective categoríes F (2,94) = 30.70, P < .01. As depicted, and

confírmed by a Tukey HSD test (Kirk, 1968) word recall was a positive

linear function of the number of categories employed by the experimental

and control subjects.

Experi-mental

Control

Number of Categories
357

qRq

97 .9

ization as determined by the

Thompson, & Brown, 1977) also

categories. As was the case

Levels of organízation.

97.7

98.1

oo¿

91.6

As shown in Figure 7 the levels of organ-

adjusted ratio of clustering score (Roenker,

increased as a function of the number of

in the analysis of word recall, the only
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sígnificant factor proved to be the number of categories condition,

F (2, 94) = 9.75, p < .01.

Thus, the Mandler (7967) sorting methodology has again proven its

.'^^ç"l-^^^ ^ vehicle for systematically varying organízatíonal levelsu5elufLIEÞÞ dÞ d vEll!Lrç ¡vr ÞJù L

across índependent gloups. In so doing, ít has satisfied the fírst

requirement of the present free recall to serj-al learning transfer study-

differential levels of prior organization.

Second-List Learníng

The following complementary measures were analyzed Xo provide

informaËion concerning the nature and locus of transfer processes in the

context of a free recall to serial learning task: (a) the basic transfer

data consisting of the mean number of adjacent pairs of words correctly

recalled; and (b) the proportion correct of ¡vithin- and befween-

category pairings derived from the prevíous measure of adjacent paírs of

words.

Transfer. The nature of the transfer task 1ed to a marked decre-

ment in the performance of the exPerimental groups relative to theír

controls, as indexed by the number of adjacent pairs of words correctly

reca11ed, F (1, 94) = 6.66, p<.01. The presence of negative transfer

in this situation lends further support to Postmanrs (1971a) hypothesis

which suggested a functional contínuity of memory units across learning

tasks. That is, if the higher order memoïy units formed during subjec-

tive categorization \rere unique and díssimilar from the memory units

developed during the seriation task, Lhen negative transfer would not

have occurred. However, as negative transfer did obtain, it follows that

84



there ís a functíonal similarity io these memory units which is Ërans-

situati-onal.

The origín, locus, and development of thís negative transfer rntas

clearly demonstrated by a significant three ifay grouPs by number of

categories by trials interaction, F (10, 470) = 2.34r P < .01. These

results, portrayed in Fígure 8, íllustrate that there was weak evídence

of negative transfer for Group E3 relative to its control, C3; an

increasing but nonsignificanË amount of negative transfer for Group E5

relative to C5; and clear evidence of negative transfer for Group E7

relative to its control, C7. A post hoc analysis (Tukey HSD, Kirk, 1968)

indicaËed that the ínterference \,/as manifested on the last three seríal

learning trials of the seven-category condition.

Thus far, the results are straightforward and may be interpreted

in the following, general way, without special emphasis at thís poinË on an

organizational or associationistic explanation. During the learning of

List 1, subjective memory units were formed r¿ith several distinct 1evels

of organization. Forcing the experimental subjects to then teorganize

or inodify these memory uníts proved to be an interference task and led

to an overall decrement in their List 2 performance relative to ihe

control subjects. The magnitude of the decrement in serial recall was

directly proportional to the degree of prior organization of the items

but this ef fect \.vas not manifested on the initial serial learning trials.

presumably, during the initial serial learning, fauiliarizaLion r'rith the

items allo.¿ed the experimental subjecls to equal the perforoance of the

control subjects. However, this item fauríliarization effect was of

short duration and by Ëhe latter trials, especially for group E7, inter-

ference overvJhelmed any facilitory effects.
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These results can be examined ín a more detailed fashion from the

perspectives of the associationistíc and organízational theories' The

associationistic ínterpretation of this data poses a problem since there

appears to be an absence of an enlightened, comprehensive account of

associative serial learning (Bewley, L9l2; Kintsch ' L977). Thís state

of affairs wíl1 obviously plove to be clitical Ìvhen attempting to account

for the transfer valences of within- and between-.category paírings. In

fact, the lack of an acceptable version of associative, serial learning

accounted for the absence of specific predictions in the present inves-

tigation regarding category pairíngs.

Nevertheless, it is possible, by generaLizing from Postmanls (L97La)

rnultiple-pathway analysis, to describe the transfer data in association-

istic terminology. To illustrate, during free recall learning, the

formatíon of hígher older memoly uníts may be characterized as the

development of rlumerous pathways or connections among the component iterns '

The level of organizatíon in these higher ordel memory units (víz',

subjective categories) should reflect the assocíative strength of the

multiple, interitem connections. Therefore, the associative Strength

among the items in the seven-category condition should be greater than the

interitem associative strength in the three-category condition' The

learning of an exclusive or prescribed sequence in the transfer task

requires the disruption of previously formed connections and eventuates

in negative transfer. The level of the resultant negative transfer is,

of course, propoltíonal to the level of prior organizaËion of the higher

order memoïy units and thus the presence of negative transfer for the

seven-category condition but not the three-category condition'
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Horvever, there are studies r¿hich suggest that subjects encocle a

seríal lisi using other than interitem or ítem-to-serial position

associations (e.g., Battig & Young, 1968; Johnson, L972; Lesgold & Borver,

197C; ä=:¡in, Lg74; Ìlertin & Noreen, \g74; Posnanslcy, Battig, & Voss,

L972) and t¡ffe:r, as an alternative explanation, an organizational

accorìiìt,

As an erai:rple, Martin and Noreen (1974) r,rorked lvithin an organíza-

tionai nciel alÌd portrayed serial learning as (a) the analysis of a se-

quence of iteins futo subsequences or chunks, (b) the learning of the

soa:i i--:: ':ers 1":^:t: :. a subser:=-ic?, "nd fínally, (c) the learning of

rhe, ¡:¡-s.::,ba<i s;=r-i ¿..i.,---l of tne icems. krith the exception of the

ac:-:- ..-,--- -=;::-:,..-=' .-': glìcc4e or.fer j-nformation seríal. learning is

in e-.s.-.:-: :rr¡,r.:... <:¡i: ::¡ to free recall learning. \dithirr this framelvorlc,

the pr=:.:::: :::--',. --:.:" .'i or could be vierved as a whole-to-part transf er

desigr: ¿:: lir 1'-,=': ' ¡¿n¿ negatíve transfei a function Of , and in pÏo.por-

tion tc> :::= -.;:-:: crg:::izatíon. That ís, the hígher order memory units

formed dul; lg the free recall phase are no\¡r inappropriate to the

sería1 -1 .-arrii3 ?h¡se and the experimerrtal subjects are unr+illing or

unable to ¡bandon their initial organizational schemes. In persist.ing

ivith th=1: c.:::-tirai, inappropriaie memory units the-y perform at a clis-

advantage compared to the control strbjects.

I-: f1:::-:t3s to this point of negative transfer proportional to

the 1eve1 of prior organt-zation are consistent v¡itir both an otganizatíonal

model and, r.rith some extrapolation, are also consistent r¡ith an

associationístic theory. However, by employing a more detailed analysis

of category pairings an attempt was made to determine the domain of



applícabi1íty of the respective theories

Category pairings. To assess the locus of the overall negative

transfer and to ascertaín the utility of üre concepts inappropriate and

appropríate memory unit further analyses rtere made on derivatives of

the basic, adjacent-pair recall. Each adjacent pair correctly recalled

was classified aS an inappropriate memory unít (i.e., a between-category

pairing, BCP) or as an appropriate memory uníË (i.e., a withín-category

pairíng, WCP). This classifícation r,ras based upon the disposition of all

items at the completion of the fourth sorting trial.1 As Ëhe incidence

of these pairings tras unequal across categorÍes (e.8., there \r7as a greater

probabilíty of obtaining a I^ICP from the three-category conditíon than

from the seven-category condition) all datawere converted into proportion

of pairíngs recalled and then analyzed with the use of an arcsine

trans formatí on.

As was the case in Experiment l, the BCP versus the I,ICP comparison

was based upon correlated data whereas the I,ICP or BCP versus control

comparison \,ras premised upon uncorrelated data. This situatíon necessi-

tated the use of three separate analyses. However, for easy visual

reference the data were integrated and are shown in Figure 9.

B9

The analysis of variance of the within- versus the befi.leen-

category pairings produced no significant effects due to pairings'

F (1, 45) = 2.70, nurnber of categories, F (2, 45) = 7.28, nor to their

interaction, F (2, 45) = .89, with all gvalues greater than the '05

level. The abserice of significant differences indicated that both types

of pairings produced equal recallability and a similar 1evel of compat-

ibility.across the two lear,ning tasks. To assess the presence of transfer
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and its valence, türo additíonal analyses \üere performed.

The comparison of the BCP with the control condition produced a

significant pairing by number of categories interaction, F (2, BZ) =

3.19,p < .01. As shown in Figure 9 and corroborated by a Tukey post

hoc analysis (Kirk, 1968), transfer r./as negligible in the three cate-

gory conditíon, margínal but still nonsignificant in the fíve-category

conditíon; however, pronounced and statistícally significant in the

seven-category condítion.

This pattern of results was entirely consisËent with the hypo-

thesis that the negative transfer due to inappropriate memory units was

a functíon of the level of organizaxvon of the material prior to trans-

fer. That is, the disruptíon of well established, interitem connections

to learn a prescrÍbed sequence led to more negative transfer than the

disruptíon of poorly developed, interitem connectíons. These results

are also congruent wiËh both the organizationaL and associationistic

accounts of transfer phenomena.

97

The comparison of the I.ICP wiÈh the control condition yíelded only a

significant effect due to the type of paíring, F (1,82) = 3.98, P' .05.

The presence of negative transfer for the appropríate memory units is, of

course, anathema to the proponents of an organizational model. The main-

tenance across tasks of a subset of a subjective category should have led

to positive transfer and certainly not to the overall incidence of nega-

tive transfer. In fact, the negative transfer for the I^ICP rsas maximum aË

the seven-category condition where according to organizatíonal theory

positive transfer should have existed and been maximum.

The pattern of negative transfer for the \rÌCP is not inconsistent

with the associationistic version as advanced by Postman (1971a) and as
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elaborated upon in Experíment 1, Based upon the premíse that a preced-

ing Ítem ís a functional stimulus for each successive ítem ín the

eorioc flra nrocsntation of that stímuluS would activate mu1Lip1e,

prior assocíations whích Ì^¡ere forma¡l á,rrino ihp course of free recall

learning. However, these previous associations are no\.I superfluous ín

the sense that the subject must novr learn one prescribed sequence Ëo the

excfusíon of all others. The competítion bet\,reen the criterion sequence

and the previous associations!¡asmanifested in negative transfer.

To develop this line of reasoning a bit further, Postman also

suggested that the amount of negative transfer would be a functíon of the

number of prior assocations. Therefore, maximum negative transfer

should have occurred in the three-category condition and progressively

decreased to the seven-category conditíon. No such interaction was

found in the present investigation.

In surnmary of Experiment 2, further evidence \tas garnered in

support of Postmanrs (L971.a) thesis on the functional continuity of

memory units across learning tasks. The presence of negatíve transfer in

the context of a free recall to serial learníng transfer design lvas

strongly suggestíve of such continuity. It was further demonstrated that

the degree of negative transfer was a direct function of the 1eve1 of

prior organization of the subjective memory units. Such findings are

consistent i¡ith those of Shapiro (1971) and Wood (1969a).

T- -^--^**LLLapyLvyLiate memory units lrere operationalized as between-caÈe-

gory pairings and found to be partially responsible for the overall

negative transfer--a finding consistent with both organizational and

associationistic interpretations .

However, the finding of negative transfer for the appropriate



memory units (i.e., wíthín-categoty paÍrings)

of the organLzatíonal model but generally in

istic approach to transfer phenomena.
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The focal questíon in this research r¡as whether interitem relatíon-

ships which develop during the establishment of subjectíve memory units

are fgnctionally similar to the interitem connections formed during the

course of prescribed associative and sequential learning. The logíc to

resolve this question demands that if the interitem relationships of

subjective memory units and the products of controlled associative learn-

ing are characterízed by dissiuríIar, non-overlapping properties then

GENERAL DISCUSSION

interference, in the context of transfer tasks, would noÈ occur. However,

the consístency of the findings ín Experiments L and 2, that such subjec-

tive memory units díd act as a source of proactive interference during

+L^ 1^^-..-i*- ^çLrrÉ rea!'!*ó v! subsequent associative and sequential tasks, is highly

suggestive of an affirmative ansvüer and provides additional support for

Postmants (1971a) thesis on the continuity of intertask memory units.

The locus and acËual mechanism:responsible for the presence of

negative transfer may be dealt vrith in the context of another, ancillary

question that has guided this research, That question is: which theo-

retical formulation -- associationistic or organizational -- can best

accommodate the obtaíned transfer data?

The assocíationistic position, clearly expounded by Postman (1971a) 
'

may be described as the rnultíple pathway hypothesis. Duríng free reca1l

learning the formation of subjective groupings entai-ls the development

of diverse Ínteritem pathways or associations. Repeated erposure to the

items induces an elaboration and strengthening of the connections âmong

the component items. Presentation of one of these items as a stilnulus

term would therefore activate numerous associated responses from r'rithín



the netrvork of multiple, interitem pathrvays. In other words, these sub-

jective memory units are identified by the development of interitem

dependencies. In the context of the transfer tasks, however, the random

pairings or arbitrary sequences lack congruency with the prior associa-

tíve net$rork of interitem dependencíes. New, pair-wise and sequential

dependencíes must be established duríng transfer learning thereby forcing

the disruption or modifícation of the original subjective groupings.

Consequently, interference occurs, as manifested by the presence of

negative transfer. The magnitude of this negative transfer is reê.ted to

the level of prior learning. That is, as the associative strength of the

ítem connections increases, more unlearning is required whích interacts

with the increased competition from inappropriate assocÍations and thus

the íncrease in negative transfer.

The organizatíonaL explanation of negative transfer, as derived

from the work of Mandler (L967) and Tulving (1966), mâY be described as

the organizational persistence hypothesis. During prior learníng,

component items are subjectively organízed into higher order memory units

or chunks. These chunks are subsequently organized into hígher order

cohesive units r,vhich are hierarchícally arranged. Free recall learning

is thus viewed as the gradual formation of potent intrachunk dependencies

among the component items overlaid with an organizational plan or schema

for the later, efficient retrieval of the requisite items. The difficulty

is that subjects persist in maintaining their prior, nor^l incompatible

organizational schemas when confronted v/ith the requirements of the

associative or sequential transfer tasks. Strong íntrachunk linkages must

be abandoned to facilítate the learning of the transfer tasks but it is
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this inability or unwillingness to discard inappropríate organízatíon

which leads to the development of negatÍve transfer. Of course, the

greater the level of the origínal , no\Àl inappropríate, organLzatíon, the

orÞAlÞT fhp mrøní f-rrdp of the neg^-i--^ L-^^^E^-
Þ------ --.- ----o--r -.,- .,-6dLM L!dIIÞ!çr '

Thus both theoretical formulations provide viable explanatíons of

the basic transfer data. Both theoríes have been developed to the level

of sophistication that they can account not only for the overall íncidence

of negatíve transfer but also for the finding that the magnitude of

nepafive fransfer r¡ras a functíon of the leve1 of prior organization. 0n

the basis of the data presented to this point it ís ímpossible to dís-

críminate between the analytic porvers of the respective theories as both

theories can accommodate the available data. That the memorial presenta-

tion of subjective groupings, Prescribed pair-wise associations and

sequential dependencies are functionally similar is highly 1ikely given

the resulËs of this research. LÏhether these relationships can best be

understood in terms of organizational or associationistic concepts defies

resolution at this point. However, an examination of each theoryts

facility in accounting for the transfer data related to approPriate and

ínappropriate intertask memory units may make such a resolution possible.

The integration of the Mandler (L967) sort technique into the

standard free recall to paired-associates or serial learning transfer

paradigms fulfilled two critical requireaents. First' it allorqed for

the differential levels of first-list organization prior to transfer; and

second, it made possible, on an a priori basis, the operationatization

of the terms inappropríate and appropriate ûemory units as befween- and

within-caLegory pairings, resPectively.



The analysís of between-category pairings provided no additional

information as to the relative merits of the associationistíc and

organízatíonal explanations as ihe respective experimental predictions

were identical and congruent wíth the obtained data. The results of

Experiments 1 and 2 did indicate f:hat the betr+een-category paírings

resulted in a performance decrement for the experimental as compared with

the control groups. The magnitude of this negative transfer was

generally proportional to the level of oríginal organizaLior. in Experiment

1 and directly related in Experiment 2. Although rnasked by ítem familiar-

ization effects on the Ínitial transfer trials substantial interference

\òras apparent on the latter transfer trials. The negative transfer was

presumably caused by the necessity of adopting prescribed pair-wise and

sequential dependencies which were incompatible with the interitem

dependencíes intrinsic to the subjective groupings.

It v¡as oríginally predieted that the results of the within-category

pairings would provide useful informaËion concerning the analtyic Po\^rer

of the contending theoretical positions. The transfer resulËs -- specifi-

cally the lack of any transfer in Experiment 1, and the presence of

97

negative transfer in Experiment 2 -- is not compatible with contemporary

organizational theory. According to this formulation the t¡ithin-category

pairings should not involve a disruption of established intrachunk connec-

tions, nor should these pairings require the formation of new pair-wise

or sequential dependencies, but merely the maintenance of existing and

appropriate memory uníts. Thus, it appears that use of the term appropri-

ate memory units, as advocated by the organizational formulation, is

unwarranted in light of these findings. When subjected to ân a priori



specifícation of the appropriateness of the memory units the predicted

positive transfer relationship does rrot occur and the continued use of

this term must be questioned.

0n the other hand. the associationistic account of the transfer

valences of within-category pairings fares only slightly better. The

development of negatíve transfer for these pairings in the seriatíon

task of Experiment 2 is consistent ¡¡iLh this formulation as extrapolated

from Postmants (1971a) multiple-pathvray model. The lack of negative

transfer for the pairíngs ín the associative task of Experiment 1 is

inconsistent u¡ith the theory as suggested by the following analysis.

The development of fírst-list subjective groupings and the

resultant associati-ve net\^/ork r¡as elaborated upon earlier. In the context

of the Ëransfer tasks, however, this network becomes redundant as the

new task requírements involve the learning of preseríbed paírings of items

or a circumscribed sequential arrangement to the exclusion of the

9B

remainder of the origínal associative net\,rork. But the presenLation of

one item as a stimulus in a paíred-associate task or as the functional

stimulus in a serial learnins task elicits numerous. no\^r irrelevant

associations which compete with the learning of Ëhe crÍterion association.

Thus the preserice of negative transfer iri Experiment 2.

There is a refinement of the multíple-pathway hypothesís which

suggests that the level of interference would be a function of the number

of interitem associatíons formed during original learning. With more

interitem associations developed in the three-category conditions and

fev¡er in the seven-category condition negative transfer should have been

a decreasing funcÈion of the number of categories. This interacËion



faí1ed to develop.

In general, both theoretical formulatíons provide adequate accounts

of the negative transfer found for between-category pairings, thus

sussestins that there is a certain usefulness in mainta'ininp the term'-Þo-*

inappropriate memory unit as an explanatory device in transfer phenomena.

The associationístic position ís more consistent with respect to the

observed negative transfer for \,/ithin-category paírings. Hovrever, the

continued use by the organi-zationaT advocates of the term appropriate

memory unit may be unjustified until further empirical support ís

available. At this juncture recognitíon should be given to the possí-

bility of alternative explanations to account for the profile of

results found in the present investigation. As well as a consideratíon

of alternative theoretical explanations, iÈ must also be acknowledged that

limitations ín the experimental design of the present investigation could

be responsíble for the patterÐ. of results and Lherefore effecË the

inferences to be legitimately drawn. For example, a more rigorous test

of the assocíationistic versus the organizational predictions of the

transfer valence of within-category pairings should involve the factorial

rnanipulatíon,of both the number of interitem connections (i.e., 1íst

length) and the level of organizatíon (i.e., the number of categoríes).

In this manr¡.er, an assessment could be made of the relative transfer

effects of the number of interitem pathwavs as contrasted with the levels

of prior organization. As this feature \^ras not incorporated into the

present investígation such an assessment was not possible and thus the

inability to unequivocally state that the obtained results \.¡ere a function

of the nnmber of interitem connections, or the Ievel of organization or
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theír interaction. Horver.er, research to partíal out the relative

contributions of these variables is currently ín progress.

An additional methodological variation ín the present ínvestigation

may have inadvertently obscured the transfer valence of the category

pairings, This desígn feature, which differs from the t.ypical metho-

dology employed to study this transfer phenomenon, was the admínistra-

tíon of the category pairings as a wíthin:subjects variable. That is,

all subjects \¡rere exposed to both the withín- and the betr+een-cateeôrv

pairings as components of a síngle transfer list. In contrast, other

sËudies (e.g., Barton, L973; BarËon & Young, L972; Kearn, l{ote l) have

presented each pairing type to an independent group of subjects. Such

a manipulation would allow for the adoption of a consistent and efficacíous

learning strategy r¿hereas in the present research such consistency would

have been counterproductive. That is, to optimize their performance

subjects had to adopt dual strategies by discriminating between the withín-

category pairings and the betrveen-category pairíngs. In the former situ-

ation the subjectsf optimal strategy would be to capitaLize on prior

organízation while in the latter case their best strategy would be to

discard previous organízation and develop new encodings for the transfer

items. However, as the overall frequency of betr^'een-category pairs was

greater than that of the within*category pairs, a response set (Postman

& Stark, L969) may have developed and led the subjects to encode all pair-

ings as between-category pairs and thus the absence of positive transfer

for the within-category pairs. Research incorporatíng a befr^¡een-subjects

manipulation of category pairings and post-transfer subjectsr reports ís

also underway in an attempt to resolve this issue.
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with regards to Experiment 2 rine specification of the category pair-
ings may also have eventuated a rnixed list type of design and thereby

obscurec a valid assessmen! of the transfer valence of the categoïy pairings
The use of adjacent pairs of worcls recalled as the basic transfer measure

may ha.-r'a resulted ia situations where the same item coulcl be a response teïn
of a;¡':,'.;1-categor;, oairing and also the stimulus term of a betrveen-

category pairíng. In ihis manner the serial list could be construed as

being conposed of a seríes of re-pairing taslcs and thus the negative trans-
fer fcl br:h iyoes cf oairings. Given this inherent límitatj-on to the use of
the se::ial learning rask future research should utílÍze the paired-associate

desigr-- :'':=Îz:rz'.-,r -; * -c;ìjunc:ion r,.i th an unmixed list design__ aS the more

appropr-; a;e vehlc_= -.: :,53ess transf er phenomena.

_-- ::=-:r ¡¡,= ¡:¡-r S_: :.;-r Ðredictions , the pattern of results susser.stí nø

o:l _ -;

13¿1C

limita¿r'¡:is ia rhe oresent research, it r,¡ould be prernature, if not

presumptícus, :o e-:ç¡ol che explanatory virtues of either account. Rather,

both theo¡eiical;os'ítions appear to be equally sufficíent, or if you wi1l,
equally 1 ::.'-e'- -:: ihelr accounts of the present transfer clata. perhaps,

as sugges:e'3 b; ?o-r¡¡¡¿¡, a rapproachment betryeen the respective proponents

ís ruarra:::i ani :'-ir l result in a hybri-d model of major theoretical import.

::;':'::: :r:e: the organizational account and the design

-, =--.- .. :-:-; 9f ::.= =:::' åt_= ¡Jry po\rer of the assocíation_
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tAr 
"r, exploratory and precautionary measure t\'üo separate analyses

were made of the category-pairings in both Experiments I and 2. The

first analysis was based upon the disposition of all items on the last

sorting trial. The second analysis of the pairings rvas based upon the

output order of the items during the free-recall test. This dual-

analysis approach was \^iarranted by the findings of Basden and Higgen

(Ig72) who suggested that the amount of organization and recall was

dependent upon the number of categories recalled rather than the number

of categories used for sortint the items. Tn the presenL investigation

a maximum of seven categories T.{as used and, as no category forgetting

occurred, both analyses shor'¡ed highly similar results'

An investigation into situations where category forgetting does

occur (i.e., large number of categories and uncued recall) is now in

progress.

Footno tes
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APPENDIX A: LISTS



A MATCHED SAMPLE OF I^TORDS AND THEIR FREQUM{CY OF USAGE

I^Iord

List One

SELECTED FROM TULVING (L964)

answer
accent
butler
bandage
center
dipper
express
entry
finding
forest
gambler
hermit
hollow
issue
ínfant
i at¡o 1

kitchen
lady
mantle
movíe
ocean
paper
quarter
rumor
scandal
teacher
voter
value
\^TeAther
r¡Iarrant

Ir.e.quency

AA
76
18
L4
M

I

L7
15
AA

4
L6

ffi

22
4L
l{lì'
ffi

29
.Éì'JI

AA
.¿t,É\

1B
13
l:ñ

L7
lÉ

AA
20

TABLE I

L22

I^lord

action
axle
bridle
buyer
counËry
ether
effort
daddy
fluid
f lor,rer
oingcrÞ-_'o--
hamlet
hero
is land
ínsulÈ
jury
knowledge
labor
miser
motive
office
passage
ques tion
receipË
satin
t-lrirfr¡

virgin
vdr rc)/
window
wrinkle

List Two

Frequeng¡

AA
9

1B
16
AA

AA

t5
A¿,

IJ
l5
Ã
AA
2L
¿o
l:u

AA
4

zo
AA
l:1ö

20
15
¡\¡\
17
AA
AA

20



PAIRED-ASSOCIATES LIST I

L]ST IN

TÃBLE 2

ARBITRARILY

TASLE 1

buË1er

gambler

kítchen

infant

express

finding

issue

dipper

jewel

ïumor

vrarrant

paper

quarter

hollow

ocean

SELECTED FROM

L23

center

bandage

enËry

hermit

voter

mantle

teacher

weather

ans\der

value

fores Ë

movie

accent

1^l-,fduJ

scandal



PAIRED ASSOC]ATE LIST 2

L]ST IN

TABLE 3

ARBITRARILY

TABLE 1

\¡Taf f ant

finding

mantle

IÞù UE

i ^--^ 1
J ewe-L

rumor

quarter

express

voter

scandal

bandage

gambler

en try

hermit

accent

SELECTED FROM

IDO\rI_e

lady

hollow

weather

dipper

teacher

paper

fnrpq f

butler

ANSTJET

infant

value

kitchen

oceart

center

124



SERIA], LTSTS I AND 2

LIST

Serial List 1

TABLE 4

hamlet

daddy

insult

valley

mí ser

office

action

knowledge

oinoat.

ether

jury

flower

wrinkle

brj-dle

receipt

ARBITRARILY SELECTED FROM

IN TA3LE I

Serial Líst 2

L25

th-í rfv

labor

country

motive

axle

question

buyer

r¡i roín

passage

window

island

fluid

effort

saËin

hero
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FREE RECALL, PAIRED-ASSOCIATES, AND SERIAI LEARNING INSTRUCTIONS

Free Recal1

"It is very important that you follow instructions to the best of

your ability. If, after I finísh reading the instructions, You do not

understand your task please tel1 me. A1so, if you do not follow the ín-

structions during the task, please tell me after the experimenË as the

interpretation of the results may be affected.

Now, this is a study of how people organize r¡ords. Upon my signal,

you will turn to the given page (NOTE: the booklets are nunbered on the

bottom, right-hand edge). At the top of the page you will see a list of

30 words and below this list you will also see a given number of sorting

categories. Your task is to sort the vrords by wríting them into the

given categories using any set of rules, oI on any basis you wish, with

one exception. Do not, I repeat, do not sort the rvords on the basis of

any physical characteristics of the \¡rords (i.e., do not use the alphabet'

or count the number of letters, or syllables in the words). Rather, ttY

to relate the words within each category in some neaningful way. You

will have adequate Ëime to organize the words into the given categories.

Use all Ëhe categoríes and try to balance or roughly equal the number of

words in the categories. Inlhen instructed, You will then turn to the

given page and attempt to replicate the way in which you organized the

words. The words at the top of the page wÍll be the same but in a new

order. To repeaÈ, trY to organize the llords in the same anner aS you

did previously. That is, \^rords you placed together on the first sort' you

place together on the second sorting trial. We ¡+i11 do this a third, then

L27
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a fourth tíme and remember each tíme you are trying to organize the words

in the same r¡ray you did on the prevíous attemPt.

Are there any questions?"

At the completion of the fourth sorting trial the Ss will be

informed ttTurn to page eleven and recal1 as many words as you are able in

any order you wish. Start at the top blank and fill in each blank in

succession wíËh one r¡rord. Do not leave arly spaces.rt

Paíre d-Ass ociates Leq¡nteg

"As mentioned previously, ít is important that you follow the

instructíons to the best of your ability. Please inform me if you do not

understand any part of the instructions.

In the second part of the experiment you are going to learn pairs

of words whích will be projected one at a time on the screen in front of

you. Your task is to connect or associate the word on the left with the

word on the right of each pair. There are 15 pairs of r.rords, preceded

by the word t'Readyrt. Once you have seen all 15 pairs, I will show you,

one at a time, Ëhe left hand words only. Your task r¿i1l be to write down

the word r¿hich r¿ras associated wíËh the r¿ord shor^¡n (i.e., the right-hand

word) . If you are not sure of the \,Iord you may guess. We will be going

through the procedure several times of first showing you the word pairs

and then tesËíng to see hotr many associates you remember. The order in

vrhich the pairs and tesË l¡iords follow each other is not always the same

and therefore you must learn the paírs of words as pairs and not the order

in which they follow each other.



Please turn to page 13 and notice the 15 blank spaces. After the

15 pairs of words have been presented the r¿ord "Recall" will be shown on

the screen. This is your signal to prepare to \.^Iríte down the associate

of each word as it appears on the screen. I^lrite it quickly as each word

will be shor¡n for only a very short period of time. If you cannot think

of the assocíate guess or draw a line through the space. Drav¡ing a line

througþ the space wí1I help you keep your place in the 1ist. Please do

not attempt to go back in the recall list and make any corrections. Con-

cern yourself only with the word being projected.

Always try to get as many of the pairs correct as. you can on each

Ërial. This task has proven to be dífficult so try not to become

dis couraged.

Any questions?"

Serial Learning

L29

"As mentioned previously it is important that you follow the

instructions to the best of your ability. Please inform me if you do not

understand any part of the instructions.

In the second part of the experiment you will be

of fifteen T^7ords r¡hich will be projected on the screen

Your task is to recall Lhe words in the order in r+hich

to you. Fírst you will see a slide with "Ready" on it,

fifteen \^/ords projected one at a time. Then the slide

your signal to write dov¡n as many of the words as you

same order as presented. We will go through the list several times in

learning a list

in front of you.

they r'rere presented

follor¿ed by the

"Recall" will be

can remember in the



this manner.

Now, please turri to page 13 and notice the 15 blanks. Since the

order the words fo11ow each other wíll always be the same you must make

sure and r,+rite them down in the order they were presented. If you remember

that the first r,¡ord is tdog' and the third is 'tent but you cannot remember

the second word, then either guess at the second word or dravr a line

through that space. Do not write words presented near the end of the

líst and then go to words from the beginning of the list. Always recall

the words ín the same order as presented. It is important that you try

to remember as many words as possible on each and every tria1, regardless

of whether you have remembered all of the words or only a few of them on

previous trials.

Are there any questions?"
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EXPERIMENT I

PERCENTAGE CONSISTENCY OF ORGANIZATION BETI,,]EEI.I THIRD

Experimental
Group

FOURTH SORTING TRIALS

Number of Categories

35

100
97

100
100
100
100
100
100
r00

99
100

93
100

92
9L
97

100
93
97
92

100
a/,

100
100
93

100
100

97
100

97
100
100

Control Group

L32

100
100
r00
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
o?

100
90

100
90

100
100
100
93

100
100
100
100
100
100
97
94

100
100
100
100

100
100

97
95

100
100
90
93

100
97

100
93
99

r00
90

100
100
100

92
100
100
100
100

97
100
r_00
100
100

90
100
100



IJJ

I^IORD RECAIL FROM FREE RECAIL PHASE

29
30
28
22
2L
22
29
¿o
27
30
29
30
¿o
27
30
28

EXPERII.ÍENT I

Number of Categories

5

27
¿+
2L
27
27
24
16
JU
25
29
30
20
25
29
28
2L

zo
24
zó
¿J

23
20
27
28
27
L7
23
30
22
23
23
28

28
zo
26
27
28
30
29
30
29
30
29
29
27
25
30
29

L7
2T
L4
30
17
1B
rB
22
22
20
23
2B
19
¿J

23
24

z5
22
22
18
29
22
2L
25
25
27
20
20
20
2L
¿J
I5

Experímental Group

Control Groups



Experimental Groups

ADJUSTED RATIO OF CLUSTERING SCORES

EXPERIMENT I

Number of Categories

35

0.176
0.9L2
0.725
1 .000
1.000
0 .798
1.000
0. 599
1. 000
0.630
0.s34
0.759
r. 000
ô 1??
0.207
0.784

0.590
1.000
0.918
0.337
0.480
0.763
1. 000
0.794
0.223
1. 000
0.626
0.4L7
0. 821
1.000
0.624
0. 500

0.207

Control Groups

0.943
1.000
0.842
0 .44r
^ 

a1 L

r.000
1. 000
r. 000
0. 686
0.947
r.000
0.735
0. 8r9
0. 841
0. 889
0. 385

0.940
0. 337
1.000
0. s03
0.72r
1 .000
0.942
1. 000
O. BB7
0.583
r.000
0.949
0.62r
0.294
0.857
0. 891

LJL+

0.893
0.898
1.000
0 .615
0. 681
r .000
0.946
0.686
1. 000
1. 000
1.000
0: 950
0.748
0 .697
0. 948
0. 705

0.944
1. 000
0.74L
0.639
0.778
0.897
1. 000
0. 850
0. 836
1.000
0. 835
0. 895
1. 000
0.678
0.450
1.000



\^]ORD RECALL DURING PAIRED ASSOCIATES LEARNING

EXPERII'{ENTAL GROUP: NUMBER OF CATEGORIES = 3

EXPERI}ßNT I

5

6
5
9
8

9

11
I
1

6
5
5
3

13
6

13
10
14
IL

LZ
l3
10
1l

9
l0
13

6
7

Trials

1(

11
I4
1I
T4
13

9

I4
15
74
L4
11
72
I¿+

6

1t

135

15
T2
t5
IJ

15
I5

9

l5
15
L4
l5
IJ
II
15
10
13

15
L2
15
I4
15
15
10
15
l5
15
15
15
15
15
ll
l5

l5
15
r5
15
I5
15
T4
l5
15
15
t5
L4
15
l5
L2
l5
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\^]ORD RECALL DURING PAIRED ASSOCIATES LEARNING

EXPERIMENTAI GROUP: NUI"IBER 0F CATEGORIES = 5

EXPERIMENT I

L4
l0
15
T2

9
t5
T4
r5
l5

5
15
15
15
11,

l5
I¿+

13

15
L2

6
l5
IJ

l5
15

J

L4
15
L4
11
15
11,IT

Trials

9

6

l5
10

6

15
13
L4
I4

6

L4
15
L4

9
15
13

6
9

L4
11

5
L2
10
11
13

10
T4
11

IJ
10

8

72
10
I

l0
6
6

l0
J

9
t0

8
1
7

l0

J

4
8

7

.+

6

9

7

2

2
8
9

2

5



i^lORD RECALL DURING PAIRED ASSOCIATES LEARNING

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: NUI'IBER OF CATEGORIES = 7

Trials

EXPER]MENT I

5
6
6

5
6
5

10
l0

7

6
0
J

9

5

ö

ö
L2

7

4
L2
IJ
10
l3
I

11aa

J

4
11
10

l3

L4
l5

6

l1
13
15
15

9
L4

5
8

L4
L2
1I
15

L37

l5
r5

5
10
I4
I5
L+
15
10
'lq

B

1l
t5
.LJ

L2
r5

15
1.5

11
15
15
12
15
13
15
11
L2
15
15
L2
15

15
1.5

ö
L2
15
t5
15
t5
13
15
L2
t4
15
15
12
15



WORD RECAIL DURING

CONTROL GROUP:

EXPERIMENT I

PAIRED ASSOCIATES LEARNING

6

5
6

6

0
5

9

B

5
-
9
5
-

NUMBER OF CATEGORIES = 3

-
11
IJ

9
(

13
8

l1
I4

1

IJ

9

10
IU
15

Trials

13
13
15
11AT

1/,

10
l3
15
r3
L4
L2
L2
IJ
13
l5

138

IJ
15
15
15
10
15
l1
l5
l5
1/,

15
l3
15
L4
L4
15

13
15
15
t5
l1
15
1/,

15
15
15
l5
13
15
15
15
15

I4
15
15
15

r5
15
l5
I5
15
15
13
l5
15
15
15



L39

I^]ORD RECAIL DURING PAIRED ASSOCIATES LEARNING

CONTROL GROUP: NUMBER OF CATEGORIES = 5

EXPERIMENT I

15
15
l5
13
15
15
l5
L4
15
t5
I)
L4
15
15
15
15

15
r5
l5
13
15
L4
l5
l5
t5
t5
r5
L4
L4
15
15
15

Trial

15
15
15
11
l5
15
L4
IJ

t5
r5
15
IJ
l1
15
11,

l5

15
15
13
10
15
L4
t1
l0
l_+

15
l5
L2
72
15
13
15

T2
13

9
7

I4
IJ

B

T2
I4
13

9
1I
13

9
t4

9
B

5
2

L2
T2

5
10

l0

4
9
1
f

6



\^IORD RECAIL DT]RING PAIRED ASSOCIATES LEARNING

CONTROL GROUP: NUMBER OF CATEGORIES = 7

EXPERIMEM 1

6

10
B

6
6

5
-

l3
-7

6
5
4

10
'ì
I

t4
9

IJ
13

1l
9

t3
L2
15
L2
13
L4

6
13

6

Trials

r5
l1
15
15
l1
15
15
L4
1lt
15
15
15
L4
11
15
10

140

15
13
15
r5
l5
l5
t5
15
1/,

15
r5
15
15
11
15
L2

15
15
15
15
15
r5
15
15
15
15
15
15
r5
T2
15
1t

15
15
t5
15
15
l5
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
L4
15
L4



I4 -L

OVERT ST]MULUS (S), RESPONSE (R) AND TOTAI (T)

ERRORS DURING PAIRED ASSOCIATES LEARNING

Number of Categories

156
022

L9 22 4L
t4 11 25
134
101
044
112
358
5Ib
r0t
538
o22

I

-LJL+
4L3L7
314

EXPER.I}ßNT I

L9625
7 310
B 211
549
81119
235
)IL¿
448
325

12 23 35
/,\o

/5JO
202
7LLLg
325
2r3

001
347
404
3L+ö
022
202

r0 6L6
055
213
UJJ
022
zo2
)?l+
112
819
358

001
033
000
001
022
022
000
203
038
001
001
000
012
4L5
101
4L5

rimental Gro

L23
012
246
5 6L4
ñ22
113
23s
045
1_23
000
202
326
101
000
235
001

259
011
000
318
103
011
L24
UI¿
001
34t
101
111L2
000
404
t23
001

Control Group



PERCENTAGE CONSISTENCY OF ORGANIZATION BETWEEN

THIRD AND FOURTH SORTING TR]ALS

Number of Categories

rimental

EXPERIMENT 2

r00
YJ

r00
r00
100

93
100
100
r00

95
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

r00
100

97
100
100

97
100

90
97

100
a/,

100
100

94
97
97

r00
100

Control GrouP

L4¿

o/,

100
r00

o/,

94
97

100
97

100
100
100

95
100
100

95
97
95

100
100
100
100

97
97
97
94

r00
97
97
95

r00
r00

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

96
97

100
100
100
100
100
100

97

r00
90

100
100
r00
100
100

93
o/,

94
100
100
100

97
100

o/,



Experimental Groups

I^IORD RECAIL FROM FREE RECALL PHASE

Number of Categories

EXPERIMENT 2

ZJ
12
18
22
L7
13
I4
r6
20
L7
17
1t
LL

IO
22
15
22
28

Control Groups

L43

2L
28
zó
22
L2
27
L4
LO

25
23
29
L7
¿J

LJ

LI

24
15
ZJ

z4
L7
20
27
20
24
L9
13
ZJ
28
22
r9
25
L7

1
T

20
25
30
27
29
25
26
30
T7
27
26
24
23
29

20
20

L7
2L
20
L6
10
26
19
22

8
L2
10
IJ
L6
L2
L7
25
L4
18

26
26
27
27
26
24
25
27
22
28
26
29
30
25
28
2t



Experimental Groups

ADJUSTED RATIO OF CLUSTERING SCORES

EXPERI},ÍENT 2

Number of CategorÍes

5

0.923
-0. 180

o .349
0. 438
0 .54L

-0.058
0.533
0.522
0.469
1. 000
1. 000
0.625
0. 403
0. 590
o.7t7
o .525
1.000

0.779
0.907
0.541
0. 111
0. 130
0.726
0. 109
0.752
0 .091
r. 000
0. 136
0 .849
0.625
0 .657
o.892
0.725
1.000

Control Groups

0.42L
1. 000
1. 000
0. 705
0. 6r3
0.943
0.L25
1. 000
1.000
1. 000
1.000
0.227
0.19r
0.721
0. 570
0.602
0.74L

1. 000
0. 785
1. 000
0.939
0.737
0.792
0. 808
0. 316
1.000
rì o¿ q

0.844
o .457
0.352
0.776

L44

0.533
0 .67L
1.000
1. 000
1. 000
0. 468
0.937
1. 000
0.76L
0. 823
t. 000
1.000
0. 845
1.000
0.929
1. 000
0. 817

1.000
0.49s
1. 000
0.819
0.485
0.930
1.000
0.520
0.756
0.770
1.000
r. 000
0.733
1.000
0.635



NUMBER OF ADJACENT PAIRS OF I^/ORDS CORRECTLY RECALLED

EXPERIMEMAL GROUP: NUMBER OF CATEGORIES = 3

EXPERTI'ÍENT 2

+

0
0
1
I

3
2

0
J
2

0
0
2

I

2
2

0
I

6
0
a

0

4
I

l
2

z
0
4
0

L

Tríals
+

5
2

3
1

l0
6
2
J

6

4
1

4
2

J

9

J

5
0

13
9

1
a1
,L l-

B

3
6

4
5
J

6

1/,

5

z
IJ
11

11
II

1

B

+

5
6
6
-

8
6
1

L4
L4

5
11
IT

3
8

11
+

B



14b

NUMBER OF AIJACENT PAIRS OF I^IORDS CORRECTLY RECA],LED

EXPERIMENIAL GROUP: NIJMBER OF CATEGORIES = 5

EXPERIMENT 2

J

t4
L4
I4

L2
2

11
L4
1/,

11
8
J

I4

11
6

10

2

T4

9

6
J

l1
L4
11

5

10
7

9
2
ö

Trials
4

3
11
L4

J

4
+

5
L4
l1

.)

6

8
4

1

2

10
10

5
J

¿

6

L4

8
3

6
q

J
2

5

1
5

5
0
I
3

6
5
3
T

2

0

4
2
J
2

I
3
2
1
I

I
0
0
2

0
2
0
1
I

2
aL
1T

0
2
0



NUMBER OF ADJACENT PAIRS OF I^]ORDS CORRECTLY RECALLED

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP: NUMBER OF CATEGORIES = 7

EXPERIMENT 2

0
2
I

2
0
I
2
2

2
0
I
1
.L

I
0
I
2

I

0
1
J

1

J

4
L

I
¿+

L

2
1

0
1

4

Trials

I
0

z
22

4
q

J
I
L

I
0
3

72
aL

J

6

J
1

6

5
5

J

1
5
a
L

J

!t

5
J

8

L47

I

2

L2
6
a

l1
1

6

J

a
L

5
1/,

1

5
1

J

11,

1I
T4
l3

0
8
2
¿+

4
5

1/,

1

o

11,



L48

NUI4BER OF ADJACENI PAIRS OF I^IORDS CORRECTLY RECAILED

CONTROL GROUP: NUMBER OF CATEGORIES = 3

EXPERIMENT 2

o

a

1

L4
'7

1/,
11.IS

9

6
-7

I4
L4

q

L4

6
a

5
L4

5
L4
1/,

L2
4
6

r
1

5
11

8
5
5

I I IdIù

4

4
9

8
2

72
9

10
5
4
2
J

J

B

L2
6
6

L4

I
a

J

2

0
t0
L2

I
4

2

1
6
B

)
2

10

1I

I

2
3
5
5

2
J

1
6
2
2
5

4
I
9

't

z
2
2
I
2
2

2

I

1
0
2

0
z

I

0



NUI"IBER OF ADJACENT PAIRS OT' I'JORÐS CORRECTLY RECALLED

CONTROL GROUP: NUMBER OF CATEGORIES = 5

Tríals

EXPERIMENT 2

I
2
0
.+

1

4
1
I

0
2
1
3

I

2
4
0
I
5
-
1
I

7

5
B

0

0
11,
!-

J

11
2
1
6

1/,IT

1l
8
o

0

L49

0
5

0
L4

6
T4

2

6

L+
12
11
r-

4

6
9
2

L4
II
I4

6

J
5

L4
L2

6

11
1
.L

t-4
o

1-4

+

1/,

11
L4

5



NUMBERoFADJACENTPAIRSOFWORDSCORRECTLYRECATLED

CONTROL GROUP: NIIMBER OF CATEGORIES = 7

TriaIs

EXPERIMEM 2

I

I
2
z

I
0
0
2
I

1
!

4

1
6
1

a

,>

5
1
I

1

4

10
0
J

B
.,

2

J

10
5

5
5
2

I

6

5
4

t4
2
6

L2
2

150

¿

6

t4
8
a

10
6

4
l0
11
I!

9

LL+

5
L4
T4

6

5
L4
L2
-

74
B

L4
L2
1/,

L4
ö

10LL

L4
J

9

9
L4
11.I+

11
t4
l1
L4
T4
I4
l0
L4
T2
L+
L4

4



PROPORTION OF I{ITHTN CATEGORY PAIRS (WCP) 
' 

BETI,^IEEN CATEGORY PAIRS

(BCP) AND CONTROL (C) RECALL DURING PAIRED ASSOCIATES LEARNING

WCP

SORT DATA

BCP C

EXPERII"IEM 2

.60 .61

.13 .25

.13 .37

.00 .10

.6r .73

.)4 .)J

.29 .23

.00 .35

.83 .56

. 83 .46

. 13 .33

.Lt .39

.03 .19

.08 .38

.52 .19

.Ll .55

.11 .38

RECALL DATA

Number of

i^]CP

.27

.45

.26

.50

.2r
Áa

.67

2rl

.15

.29
1R

.5r

.61

.29

.2L

Categoríes
5

BCP C

.83

.92

.25

.06

.08

.50

.83

.56

.67

.33

.50

.50

.42

151

.70

.67

.42
')L

.44

.7L

.55

.40

.19
LO

.37

.39

.s6 .sB

.00 .67

.00 .25

.00 .08
1.00 . 83
.33 .33
.00 .58
. 83 .57
.00 .39
.33 .L7
.33 .50
.11 .38

.44

.30

.07

.95

.to

.19

.14

.36
7'1,

.73

.60

.75
'ro

TJNÞ
7

BCP

.JJ

.33

.17

.33
t, ')

.00

.25

.00

.50

.83

.40

.JJ

.27

.45

.26

.50

.2r

.69

.67
?o

.23

.30

.15

.29

.10
/,o

.44

.35

.L4

.I¿+

.18

.L9

.28
q1

.83
1.00

.JJ

.L7

.25

.17

.50
R?

.75

.67

.JJ

.67

.50
t,,

.57

.31

.69

.52

.45

.sB

.33

. ¿+t,

.s4

.58

.4¿

.83

.5J

.69

.63

.44

.00
?q

.00

.42

.7L

.65

.40

.20

.40
2rl

.44

.30

.07

.95
?o

.to
1Q

.L4

.JO

.73

.73

.60

.75

.19

.33

.50

.17

/,.)

.00

.JJ

.00

.00

.83

.44

.L7

.L7

.10

.47

.44
?q

.42

.L4

.17

.26

.73

.22

.08

.33

.57

.31

.69

.52

.45

.58

.33

.40

.54

.58

.42

.83

.33



APPENDIX D: ANALYSES OF VARIANCE

L52



ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LEVELS OF CONSISTENCY

DUR]NG SORTING TASK AS A FUNCTION OF GROUPS

(EXPERIMENTAL-CONTROL) AND

NTIMBER OF CATEGORIES (3, 5, 7)

EXPERI}4ENT I

Source of Variation

Groups

Categories

Groups x Categories

I^lithin Ce1l

Total

df

I

2

2

90

95

153

MS

7 .04

40.82

1'l ot,

53.59

F

.13

.76

.22



ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

FUNCTION OF GROUPS AND

EXPERIMENT I

Source of Variation

Groups

Categories

Groups x Categoríes

I^lithin Ce1l

Total

OF i^IORD RECALL AS A

NU}ÍBER OF CATEGORIES

df

1

2

2

90

95

P-<

l"fS

5 .51

288.26

8.19

IL.46

01

F

/,a

25.L4x



ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF A-DJUSTED RATIO

CLUSTERING AS A FUNCTION OF GROUPS

AND NUMBER OF CATEGORIES

EXPERIMENT ]

Source of Variatíon

Groups

Categories

Groups x Categories

I^lirhin cell

Total

df

1

2

2

90

95

OF

155

¿

P-' .05

MS

.0026

.22

.0017

.05

F

.05

3.93*

.03



Source of Variation

Groups

CaËegories

WORD RECALL ON PAIRED ASSOCIATES TASK AS A

FUNCTION OF GROUPS. CATEGORIES AND TRIALS

EXPERTI'ßNT I

Groups x Categories

Subjects within Groups

Trials

Groups x Trials

Categories x Trials

Groups x Categories x Trials

Trials x Subjects Within Groups

Total

df

1

2

2

90

5

5

l0

10

450

575

l)o

MS

246.75

27 .89

75.97

23.L7

954.36

L0 .42

7.L7

r.7 7

2.L5

P-<

P-' .01

.05

F

L0.64*

T.20

3.27*'

443 .7 Bxx

4. g4**

.54

Q')



ANAI,YSIS OF VARIANCE OF RESPONSE ERRORS DURING

PAIRED ASSOCIATES LEARNING AS A FUNCTION

OF GROUPS AND CATEGORIES

EXPERI}ÍEM I

Source of Varíation

Groups

Categories

Groups x Categories

I^lithin Subj ects

Total

L57

df

P<.01

1 170.66 12.30*

2 2L.96 r.58

2 28.44 2 .Os

90 13. 87

95

MSF



ANALYS]S OF VARIANCE OF STIMULUS ERRORS DURING

PAIRED ASSOCIATES LEARNING AS A FIINCTION OF

GROUPS AND CATEGORIES

Source of Variation

Groups

C.âtêpori es

EXPERTMENT I

Groups x Categories

I^Iithin Subjects

Total

t5B

df

P < .05

L 2r9.0r 2r.05*

2 27.88 2.68

2 20.32 r.95

90 10.40

95

},IS F



ANALYSIS OF TOTAL ERRORS DURING PAIRED ASSOCIATES

LEARNING AS A FIJNCTION OF GROUPS AND CATEGORIES

EXPERT}ÍENT I

Source of Variatron

Groups

Categories

Groups x Categories

\,üithín Sub j ects

Total

759

df

1

2

2

90

95

D< .01

MS

635.51

9r.54

92.66

40.01

F

15. BB*

2.29

2.32



ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OT' BETI^IEEN CATEGORY PAIRS

VERSUS I,JITHTN CATEGORY PA]RS AS A FUNCTION OF

NI]I'IBER OF CATEGORIES

EXPERTMENT I

Source of Variation

Category

Subject withín Groups

Pairing

Category x Pairing

Pairing x Subject within Groups

Total

IOTJ

df

2

44

1

2

L+¿+

93

¿
fl<t .01

MS

57 6 .57

379.L6

LL57.7L

2L3.63

1s3. 45

g

r.52

7 .54x

T.39



ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF BETI^]EEN CATEGORY PAIRS

VERSUS CONTROL PAIRS AS A FI]NCT]ON OF NUMBER OF

CATEGOR.IES

EXPERIMENT I

Source of Variation

Category

Pairing

Category x Pairing

I,lithin Ce11

Total

16I

df

2 L72.78 2.09

L 494 ,L7 5 .9 8*

2 350.67 4.24*

88 82.67

93

P < -05

MSF



ANAIYS]S OF VARIANCE OF I^]ITHIN CATEGORY PAIRS

VERSUS CONTROL PAIRS AS A FUNCTION OF

NU}IBER OF CATEGORIES

EXPERII"IENT I

Source of Variation

Category

Pairing

Category x Pairing

I^Iithin Ce11

Total

LO¿

df

2 L97.94 0. 83

1 140 .14 0 .58

2 L35.97 0.57

88 239.89

93

MSF



ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LEVELS OF CONSISTENCY DURING

SORTING TASK AS A FIINCTION OF GROUPS AND CATEGORIES

Source of Varíation

Groups

Categories

Groups x Categories

hlithin Sub j ects

Total

EXPERI}ßNT 2

df

t

2

2

95

100

L63

MS

T4.94

3.76

11. 01

6 .49

F

2.30

.58

L.69



ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF I^IORD RECALL AS A FUNCTION

OF GROUPS AND CATEGORIES

Source of Variation

Groups

Categories

Groups x Categories

I^Iíthin Subjects

Total

EXPERIMENT 2

LO+

df

I

2

2

94

99

P<.01

MS

2.60

57L.97

16.05

18. 63

F

1f,

30. 70*



ANAIYSIS OF VARIANCE

AS A FUNCTION

Source of Varíation

Groups

Categories

EXPERI}ßNT 2

OF

OF

ADJUSTED RATIO OF CLUSTERING

GROUPS AND CATEGORIES

Groups x Categories

wirhin subjecrs

TotaI

df

1

2

q
L

o/,

99

P<

1Á<

.01

MS

.0016

.t+

.01

.07

F

.02

9.75*



ANA],YSIS OF VAR]ANCE OF NUMBER OF CORRECT PAIRS DURING

SERIAL LEARNING AS A FUNCTION OF GROU?S. CATEGORIES AND TRIALS

Source of Variation

Groups

Categories

EXPERIMENT 2

Groups x Categories

Subjects within Groups

Tría1s

Groups x Tría1s

Categories x Trials

Groups x Categories x Trials

Trials x Subjects within Groups

Total

df

1

2

2

94

5

5

'lô

10

470

599

L66

MS

296.5r

27.95

s9 .56

44.52

909.r4

r1. B7

5.79

10.59

4 .53

&

P- < .05
s¿

P < .01

F

o. oo^

.62

1. 33

200.67'^*

2.62x

L.27

^ ^tL&¿ . J¿+^ ^



ANALYS]S OF VARIANCE OF BETWEEN CATEGORY PAIRS VERSUS

I^IITHIN CATEGORY PAIRS AS A FUNCTION OF

NUI'IBER OF CATEGORIES

Source of Variatíon

Category

EXPERIMENT 2

Subjects within Groups

P¡iríno

Category x Pairing

Pairíng x Subjects r,¡ithin Groups 45 L02.06

Total

df

L67

2 518.71 l.2B

4s 404.7s

MSF

r 275.97 2.70

2 9L.58 0.89

95



ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF BETWEEN CATEGORY PAIRS VERSUS

ADJACENT CONTROL PAIRS AS A FI]NCTION OF NUMBER OF CATEGORIES

Source of Variation

Category

Pairing

Category x Pairing

I^lithin Cel1

Total

EXPERIMENT 2

df

2

1

2

82

ót

P<

16B

MS

r99.22

4A9.7L

4s8.43

r43.7!

.05.

F

r. 39

2.92

3. 19*



ANALYSIS OF VAR]ANCE OF WITHIN CATEGORY

PA]RS VERSUS ADJACENT CONTROL PAIRS AS A

FI]NCTTON OF NUI"IBER OF CATEGORTES

EXPERIMENT 2

Source of Variation

Category

Pairing

Category x Paíring

I^iithin CeIl

Total

1,

L69

&

P' < .05.

df MS

2 660.60 2.64

r 995 .9L 3. 98*

2 325.29 1.30

82 250.23

B7


